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Founded in 1602, the Bodleian Library is one of 
the oldest libraries in Britain and the largest univer-
sity library in Europe. Since 1610, it has been entitled 
to receive a copy of every book published in the 
British Isles.

The Bodleian’s collections, built up through 
benefaction, purchase and legal deposit, are 
exceptionally diverse, spanning every corner of 
the globe and embracing almost every form of the 
written word and the book arts. With over 12 million 
items and outstanding collections, the Bodleian 
draws readers from every continent and continues 
to inspire generations of researchers who flock to 
its reading rooms, as well as the wider public who 
enjoy its exhibitions, displays, public lectures and 
other events. Increasingly, its unique collections are 
available to all digitally.

Bodleian Library Publishing produces beautiful and 
authoritative books which help to bring the riches 
of Oxford’s libraries to readers around the world. 
We publish approximately 25 new books a year 
primarily on a very wide range of subjects, including 
catalogues and other titles related to our exhibitions, 
illustrated and non-illustrated thematic works and 
facsimiles, and children’s books and stationery. We 
have a current backlist of over 150 titles.

All of our profits are returned to the Bodleian and 
help support the Library’s work in curating, con-
serving and collecting its rich archives and helping 
to maintain the Bodleian’s position as one of the 
pre-eminent libraries in the world. 
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Staging History
1780–1840 

Edited by Michael Burden, 
Wendy Heller, Jonathan 
Hicks and Ellen Lockhart

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, historical 
subjects became some of the most popular topics for stage dramas 
of all kinds on both sides of the Atlantic. This collection of essays 
examines a number of extraordinary theatrical works in order to 
cast light on their role in shaping a popular interpretation of histor-
ical events.

The medium of drama ensured that the telling of these histories – 
the French Revolution and the American War of Independence, for 
example, or the travels of Captain Cook and Christopher Columbus 
– were brought to life through words, music and spectacle. The scale 
of the productions was often ambitious: a water tank with model 
floating ships was deployed at Sadler’s Wells for the staging of the 
Siege of Gibraltar, and another production on the same theme used 
live cannons which set fire to the vessels in each performance.

This illustrated volume, researched and written by experts in the 
field, explores contemporary theatrical documents (playbills, set 
designs, musical scores) and images (paintings, prints and illustra-
tions) in seeking to explain what counted as history and historical 
truth for the writers, performers and audiences of these plays. In 
doing so it debates the peculiar contradictions of staging history 
and re-examines some spectacular box office hits.

MICHAEL BURDEN is Professor in 
Opera Studies at Oxford University, 
Fellow in Music at New College, and 
Chair, Faculty of Music Board. WENDY 
HELLER is Professor and Chair of the 
Department of Music at Princeton 
University. JONATHAN HICKS is a 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the 
Music Department at Kings College 
London.  ELLEN LOCKHART is Assistant 
Professor of Musicology at the Faculty 
of Music, University of Toronto.

224 pp, 210 x 210 mm 
74 colour illus 
9781851244560 
PB with flaps £25.00 
October 2016

EXHIBITION 
Bodleian Library, Oxford 
Staging History 
6 Oct – 23 Dec 2016
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The Ormesby Psalter is perhaps the most magnificent yet enigmatic 
of the great Gothic psalters produced in East Anglia in the first half 
of the fourteenth century. Its pages boast a wealth of decoration 
picked out in rich colours and burnished gold, and its margins are 
inhabited by a vibrant crew of beasts, birds and insects. Fantastic 
imagery proliferates: musicians, mermaids, lovers and warriors are 
juxtaposed with scenes from everyday life, from chivalric legend, 
and from folk-tales, fables and riddles.

The psalter takes its name from Robert of Ormesby, subprior at 
Norwich Cathedral Priory in the 1330s. He was not the first owner, 
however, and it has long been acknowledged that the writing, 
decoration and binding of the book took place in a series of distinct 
phases from the late thirteenth to the mid-fourteenth century. The 
final result was the work of four or five scribes and up to seven illu-
minators and its pages show a panorama of stylistic development. 
Unravelling its complexities has sometimes been thought to hold 
the key to understanding the ‘East Anglian School’, a group of large, 
luxury manuscripts connected with Norwich Cathedral and Norfolk 
churches and patrons.

This book casts an entirely new light on its history, not only clarify-
ing and dating the successive phases of production, but associating 
the main work on the manuscript with the patronage of John de 
Warenne, Earl of Surrey, one of the greatest magnates of the time.

It is extensively illustrated with full-page colour reproductions of the 
manuscript’s main decorated folios, as well as many smaller initials 
and numerous comparative illustrations.

FREDERICA C.E. LAW-TURNER is a 
specialist in illuminated manuscripts 
and J. Clawson Mills Fellow at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

224 pp, 276 x 192 mm 
71 colour illus 
9781851243105 
PB with flaps £30.00 
November 2016

The Ormesby 
Psalter
Patrons and Artists in 
Medieval East Anglia

Frederica C.E. Law-Turner
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Heath Robinson: 
How to Make a 
Garden Grow
W. Heath Robinson and 
K.R.G. Browne
See also p33 and p39

Ever wondered how to make a garden attractive in December? 
Or what to do with that corner by the dustbin? Answers to these 
questions can be found in this compact and charming book of tips 
for the green-fingered, accompanied by Heath Robinson’s highly 
inventive and humorous cartoons.

First published in 1938, the book gives an insight into gardening 
trends on the eve of the Second World War while also addressing 
common concerns faced by gardeners. It features many typically 
elaborate contraptions such as the Combined Telescopic Spaderake 
for digging and raking at the same time, the Inebriate Roller for 
making wobbly garden paths and the Osoeezi Slugsticker. While 
some are patently ridiculous – a lawn is de-thistled and resown with 
the help of a barrel of grass seed strapped onto a small donkey – 
others are before their time, such as a special pump that can divert 
your bathwater into your garden hose, a contraption that is not 
wildly dissimilar to gadgets on the market today.

Finally, the growing of vegetables inspires some sage advice: ‘with 
the right kind of upbringing, a marrow will attain astonishing 
dimensions, and can be used for boasting purposes’. Poking gentle 
fun at a British obsession with a detailed illustration on almost 
every page, this book will delight both aspiring and experienced 
gardeners alike.

W. HEATH ROBINSON (1872–1944) is 
best known for his hilarious drawings 
of outlandish contraptions, though his 
work ranged across a wide variety of 
topics covering many aspects of 
British life.

120 pp, 185 x 120 mm 
116 b&w illus
9781851244553 
HB £9.99 
October 2016 
Not for sale in North America

Which is the smallest book in the Bodleian Library? Who com-
plained when their secret pen name was revealed in the library’s 
catalogue? How many miles of shelving are there in the Book 
Storage Facility? What is the story behind the library’s refusal to 
lend a book to King Charles I? And, what is fasciculing? The answers 
to these questions and many more can be found inside this intrigu-
ing miscellaneous collection of curious facts and stories about the 
Bodleian Library in Oxford.

Home to more than 12 million books and a vast array of treas-
ures including the Gutenberg bible, J.R.R. Tolkien’s hand-painted 
watercolours for The Hobbit, Shakespeare’s First Folio and four 
thirteenth-century copies of Magna Carta, the Bodleian Library 
is one of the most magnificent libraries in the world with a 
fascinating history.

Bodleianalia delights in uncovering some of the lesser known facts 
about Britain’s oldest university library. Through a combination of 
lists, statistics and bitesize nuggets of information, it reveals many 
of the quirks of fate, eccentric characters and remarkable events 
which have contributed to the making of this renowned institution. 
The perfect book for trivia-lovers and bibliophiles, it also offers 
readers a behind-the-scenes peek into the complex workings of a 
modern, world-class library in the twenty-first century.

CLAIRE COCK-STARKEY was series 
editor of Schott’s Almanac and her 
latest book Famous Last Words was 
published in 2016. VIOLET MOLLER 
is the author of The Curious World of 
Dickens (2012) and compiler of Oxford 
in Quotations (2014).

128 pp, 185 x 120 mm 
9781851242528 
HB £12.99 
October 2016

Bodleianalia
Curious Facts about 
Britain’s Oldest 
University Library

Claire Cock-Starkey and 
Violet Moller

– 4 – – 5 –

Tim Berners-Lee (2002) | Rupert Murdoch (2002) | P. D. James 
(2002) | John Warnock (2003) | Oliver Sacks (2003) | Pat 

Mitchell (2003) | Tom Stoppard (2004) | Seamus Heaney (2004) 
| Richard Attenborough (2004) | William Scheide (2005) | 

Helmut Friedleander (2005) | Karl Pforzheimer III (2005) | Alan 
Bennett (2008 | Peter Carey (2012) | Hilary Mantel (2013) | Ian 

McEwan (2014) | Nicholas Hytner (2015) | Jim Eyre (2015) | 
Stephen Hawking (2015) | David Attenborough (2015)

The Bodleian Oath
All readers admitted to use the Bodleian must take an oath, Sir 

Thomas Bodley’s original ‘oath of fidelity’ was as follows:

You shall promise and swear in the presence of almightie God, that 
whensoever you shall repaire to the publique Librarie of this Universitie, 
you will conforme to your self to studie with modestie and silence, and 
use both the bookes and everything els appertaining to their furniture, 
with a careful respect to their longest conservation; and that neither your 
self in person, nor any other whosoever, by your procurement or privitie, 
shall either openly or underhand, by way of embezeling, changing, razing, 
defacing, tearing, cutting, noting, interlining, or by voluntarie corrupting, 
blotting, slurring or any other maner of mangling, or misusing, any one or 
more of the saied bookes, either wholly or in part, make any alteration: but 
shall hinder and impeache, so much as lieth in yow, all and every offendour 
or offendours, by detecting their demeanour unto the Vice-chancellour, or 
to his Deputie then in place, within the next three daies after it shall com 
to your knowledge, so helpe you God by Christian merites, according to the 

doctrine of his holy Evengelistes.

Since 1970 the oath has been somewhat refined and is now the 
rather more snappy:

I hereby undertake not to remove from the Library, or to mark, deface, or 
injure in any way, any volume, document, or other object belonging to it, 
or in its custody; not to bring into the Library or kindle therein any fire 
or flame, and not to smoke in the Library; and I promise to obey all rules 

of the Library. 

Prime Ministers’ Papers
The Bodleian holds the papers of seven former British prime 

ministers, they are as follows:

H. H. Asquith (1852 –1928) | Clement Attlee (1883–1967) | James 
Callaghan (1912–2005 | Benjamin Disraeli (1804–81) | Edward 
Heath (1916–2005)| Harold Macmillan (1894–1986) | Harold 

Wilson (1916–95)

Legal Deposit Libraries
In 1610 Thomas Bodley reached an agreement with the Stationers’ 
Company of London that a copy of every book published in 
England would be deposited at the Bodleian Library, ensuring that 
their collection of books would be ever-growing. This agreement 
was the forerunner of legal deposit, which came into force in 1662, 
whereby printers were obliged to supply the libraries of Oxford 
and Cambridge in addition to the Royal Library (now the British 
Library), with three copies of every book published in the UK. 
This was further reiterated under the first Copyright Act of 1709 
and again in 1911. In 2003 and 2013 legal deposit was extended to 
include online and digital items such as websites, blogs, CD Roms 
and social media. The following libraries (with date they joined in 

parentheses) are the six legal deposit libraries in the UK:

Bodleian Library, Oxford (1662) | University Library Cambridge 
(1662) | The British Library (previously The Royal Library) 
(1709) | National Library of Scotland (previously Advocates 
Library) (1709) | Trinity College Library, Dublin (1801) | 

National Library of Wales (1911)

The British Library is the only library which automatically receives 
a copy of every book published in UK or Ireland, the other libraries 
are entitled to request any book published within the previous 12 

months.

‘Retired hairdressers, for obvious 
reasons, make the best topiarists.’

HOW TO MAKE A GARDEN GROW

46

CARE OF THE GARDEN

47

Gardeners who are greatly 
plagued by slugs are advised 
to lay in a tortoise. These 
lovable and not uncomely 
little creatures—which, when 
fully extended, so closely 
resemble almost any well-
known statesman with a secret 
sorrow—can be bought for 
as little as sixpence each and 
provide endless fun for the 
kiddies. The cost of maintaining a tortoise is almost 
negligible, as the moment it is turned loose in the 
garden it will disappear for about six months; but the 
moral effect of its presence on the local slugs is wholly 
salutary. Gardeners who have not hitherto had much 
social intercourse with tortoises are warned against 
confusing them with turtles, as the latter are not only 
more expensive and much larger, but considerably 
more eclectic in their tastes—for which, as they are 
merely soup-in-embryo, one can hardly blame them.

machine, known as the Ever-Ready 
Cat-dowser, for the benefit of 
the cat-ridden. As the diagram 
shows, the victim, attracted by the 
bait, leaps unsuspectingly upon a 
small platform, which immediately 
decants the animal into a well-
filled hip-bath and simultaneously 
anoints it with a bucketful of used 
bath-water, to its surprise and 
indignation. One encounter with this 
ingenious gadget will convert the 
boldest cat that ever stole a turbot 
into a nervous wreck; and it would 
probably have the same effect on 
duns and rate-collectors, if any such 
could be persuaded to try it.

A Midnight Snail-Hunt With a Trained TortoiseThe Micro Bird-Scarer

The Micro Bird-Scarer
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Oxford in Prints
1675–1900

Peter Whitfield

For more than three centuries Oxford has been the subject of fine 
illustrated books and engraved prints. These exquisitely made 
illustrations have become part of the historical record, showing how 
Oxford’s identity is rooted in the past and tracing a history of the 
city’s development through the architecture of its most beautiful 
colleges and university buildings.

Prints made by David Loggan in the seventeenth century show us a 
university where the medieval origins are already largely overlaid by 
Tudor and Stuart rebuilding. The engravings in the eighteenth-cen-
tury Oxford Almanacks illustrate a city dominated by neo-classical 
ideas, while those of the nineteenth century show an increasingly 
romantic feel for the architecture against its natural background of 
sky, trees and river. Hand-coloured etchings published by Acker-
mann in the nineteenth century and Ingram’s Memorials of Oxford 
of 1837 offer a nostalgic portrait of Oxford before development 
changed it into the modern city it is today.

The best of these historic prints are reproduced here to create a 
panorama of classical Oxford, with an accompanying text describing 
the origin of each building, institution or public event, together with 
the salient features of their history. Together they offer an instruc-
tive and captivating view of Oxford through the ages.

PETER WHITFIELD writes on history, 
literary criticism and poetry. He is 
the author of Travel: A Literary History 
(2011) and Mapping Shakespeare’s 
World (2016).

160 pp, 245 x 278 mm 
76 colour illus 
9781851242467 
HB £25.00 
September 2016

6

The original centre of the life  of 
medieval Oxford was Carfax, the point where 
the East-West road crossed that running North-

South. The word Carfax is thought to be derived from 
the Latin quadrifurcus – “four-forked.” Here stood the 
medieval church of St Martin, which was demolished 
in 1820, leaving only what we now call Carfax Tower. 
Shakespeare’s godson, playwright and unofficial poet 
laureate, William Davenant, was christened in this 
church, and it is tempting to imagine that Shakespeare 
himself was present. 

At this crossroads was built in the year 1610 a fine new 
water conduit, which brought fresh spring water from 
Hinksey Hill into the city by way of a lead pipeline. The 
upper outlet of the conduit provided water for several 
of the colleges, the lower one water for the city. It was a 
gift to Oxford by Otho Nicholson, a graduate of Christ 
Church who went on to a successful career as lawyer 
and diplomat. The construction was carried out by a 
Yorkshire stonemason, John Clark. Nicholson’s initials 

were carved around the conduit, and the whole structure 
was ornate and fanciful, symbolic and heraldic, in the 
manner of a Jacobean triumphal arch. On notable high-
days and holidays, wine was sometimes added to the 
water, for example on the Restoration of the Monarchy in 
1660 the council decreed that a hogshead of claret should 
be poured out from it. The lower half of the conduit 
was surmounted by a carved ox, and one contemporary 
description of it claimed that the water was conveyed into 
the body of the ox, “And thereby the city is supplied with 
good and wholesome water issuing from his pizzle.” 

For almost 180 years, the Carfax conduit was a 
conspicuous landmark in central Oxford, until the 
narrowness of the road and the hindrance it caused to 
traffic brought about its demise. It was not however 
destroyed, but dismantled, and the stones were acquired 
by Lord Harcourt, who had the whole structure rebuilt 
in the park of his house at Nuneham, where it formed 
a picturesque feature that was much admired and 
depicted by artists.     

carfax conduit

above  Carfax Crossroads, 1755, engraved by John Donnowell. Carfax was for centuries the heart of Oxford, with the Town Hall,  
the Buttermarket, the church and the ornate water conduit built in 1610 by Otho Nicholson, a graduate of Christ Church. Of these  

structures, only the church tower survives today. facing  The conduit was later moved to Nuneham Park.

2

and Civil Wars was a turning-point in the history of the 
press, and that it paid for the new home into which the 
press moved, the Clarendon Building. This was indeed 
the most successful book yet produced in Oxford, 
with the result that from 1713 onwards the “Clarendon 
Press” became the new imprint, and it was here that the 
expanding activities of the academic and Bible presses 
first began to earn significant sums of money. 

A century later the press was far outgrowing 
the Clarendon Building, and a much larger modern 
housing for it was planned, in the area known as 
Jericho on the water-meadows north of Worcester 
College. Between 1825 and 1828 the massive structure 
took shape to a design by Daniel Robertson. It was 
built in the neo-classical style, on a quadrangular 
plan to resemble a college, but it was in truth a factory 
which used the machinery, steam and smoke of the 
Industrial Revolution to produce learned works 
in their thousands, and Bibles in their millions. To 
house the workers, the whole suburb of Jericho as we 
now know it sprang up around the factory. Here the 
Oxford University Press finally made the transition to 
large successful modern publisher, known especially 
for its classic works of reference prefixed with the 
word “Oxford”, which gave its books the guarantee 
of scholarship and excellence – dictionaries, multi-
volume histories, standard texts of scores of authors, 
anthologies and literary companions. The edifice is  
still Walton Street’s landmark, but printing ceased  
there in 1989.

The oxford university press celebrated 
its quincentenary in 1978, but the idea that the 
university had been publishing books since 

1478 is a fantasy; it is to project our conception of book 
publishing back into the late middle ages. Certain texts 
were printed in Oxford from that date onwards, at first 
very infrequently, and not in any sense by the University, 
and there was certainly no Gutenberg, Caxton or Aldus 
Manutius in Oxford. A century and a half would elapse 
before anyone began to consider seriously what the role 
of the university in relation to printing and publishing 
might be, and that person was Archbishop Laud. He 
established a board of delegates, senior figures in 
the University, to oversee the activities of the press, 
while his other major innovation was to obtain for the 
University the legal privilege to print Bibles and prayer-
books. A generation later, this privilege was exploited 
by Dr Fell, Dean of Christ Church, who also arranged 
accommodation for a printing press in the Sheldonian 
Theatre – unlikely as that sounds – and the  imprint of 
the theatre, often with a vignette, began to be used on 
title-pages.

With this highly visible base for its activities, the 
press acquired a more obvious identity, but its workings, 
its finances and its place within the University still 
remained unclear and complicated, since it needed to 
employ professional intermediaries to run the press and 
sell the books (which the delegates themselves clearly 
could not do). It has often been said that the publication 
in 1702 of the 1st Earl of Clarendon’s History of the Rebellion 

oxford university press

The Oxford University Press on Walton Street, from the Oxford Almanack of 1832. The Press had outgrown  
the Clarendon Building, and it was here in this new building that it was transformed in the nineteenth century  

into a worldwide publishing enterprise.
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New York in 
Quotations
Compiled by Jaqueline 
Mitchell

96 pp, 115 x 88 mm 
9781851244119 
HB £5.99 
October 2016

‘I have struck a city–a real city–and 
they call it Chicago ... I urgently 
desire never to see it again. It is 
inhabited by savages’

Rudyard Kipling

Over the centuries, Paris has intrigued, revolted, scandalized and 
most of all captured the heart of many a visitor. Describing the 
capital variously as a city of lovers, gastronomy, fashion and filth, 
myriad quotations – sometimes poetic, sometimes humorous and 
always fizzing with insight – are collected here.

96 pp, 115 x 88 mm  
9781851244102  
HB £5.99 
October 2016

‘I maintain that, for people of 
breeding, there is no salva-
tion out of Paris’

Molière

Paris in 
Quotations
Compiled by Jaqueline 
Mitchell

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Oxford in Quotations 
Compiled by Violet Moller 
9781851244003 
HB £5.99

Over the last three-and-a-half centuries this glamorous, twenty-
four-hour city has attracted a multitude of thinkers, poets, novelists 
and playwrights, many of whom have brilliantly encapsulated its 
unique spirit through verse, prose or the ultimate wisecrack.

‘Make your mark in New York 
and you are a made man’

Mark Twain

96 pp, 115 x 88 mm  
9781851244201 
HB £5.99 
October 2016

This book offers candid views of an extraordinary town which has 
attracted citizens from all over Europe and the rest of the world. 
They have made the city what it is today – and written about it 
variously with affection, loyalty, disgust and amazement.

Chicago in 
Quotations
Compiled by Stuart Shea

ALSO AVAILABLE 

London in Quotations 
Compiled by Jaqueline Mitchell 
9781851244010  
HB £5.99
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All creatures sleep in their own way, from bears hibernating in 
caves, to horses standing in fields and seals stretched out on their 
flippers. This charming bedtime book explores the different ways 
animals slumber, from familiar pets like cats and dogs, cosy in 
their baskets, to the less well-known cricket and moth. Charlotte 
Zolotow’s gentle and timeless language combines with exquisite 
illustrations by Vladimir Bobri to create a calm, comforting text that 
is the perfect precursor to nodding off.

CHARLOTTE ZOLOTOW was a children’s 
picture book author, poet and book 
editor. In a career spanning 50 years 
she wrote over 90 books for children 
and edited hundreds of children’s 
books. VLADIMIR BOBRI was an author, 
illustrator and artist, celebrated for his 
design work. From the 1940s he began 
to illustrate children’s books, a number 
of which have now become classics.

36 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244577 
HB £11.99 
October 2016 
Bodleian Children’s Books

Sleepy Book
Charlotte Zolotow
Illustrated by Vladimir Bobri
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Little Jonny ponders the meaning of colours as he explores the 
landscape. He dips his toes in a blue brook, picks purple flowers, 
digs brown earth and finds an enormous orange pumpkin. Finally 
yellow sunlight and the black night show him when it is time to get 
up and when it is time to go to sleep.

The vibrant primary colours of Vladimir Bobri’s illustrations, 
together with a simple narrative, which follows the natural rhythm 
of the seasons, make this a stunning and enduring colours book for 
young children.

SUZANNE GOTTLIEB was active in 
many progressive causes and director 
of an interracial and intercultural 
summer camp for children from diverse 
economic backgrounds. VLADIMIR 
BOBRI was an author, illustrator and 
artist, celebrated for his design work. 
From the 1940s he began to illustrate 
children’s books, a number of which 
have now become classics.

24 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244584 
HB £11.99 
October 2016 
Bodleian Children’s Books

What is Red?
Suzanne Gottlieb
Illustrated by Vladimir Bobri

What is blue?

Jonny trails his toes in the blue water of the brook
and watches the little fish scurry by.

The summer sky 
is blue.
It watches 
over 
growing things 
ripening toward 
the golden orange 
of harvest time.

What is yellow?

The sun is yellow. Its light makes the brightness of the 
day, and when it sets, the night-time is black.

The yellow sunlight streams through Jonny’s window, 
telling him it is morning and time to get up and play.
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Veronica
Roger Duvoisin

Veronica the hippopotamus lives with her large family on the cool 
muddy river bank, swimming in its clear waters. But she is not 
happy. She dreams of becoming a conspicuous hippopotamus, even 
perhaps, a famous one, noticed by everyone.

So she sets off, looking for adventure. In the city she discovers that 
there are many confusing rules about how you can move around, 
where you can sleep and what you can eat, and that police stations 
are not made with hippopotamuses in mind. Will she find her way 
back to her safe, muddy home? And will her dream of becoming a 
conspicuous hippopotamus ever be realized?

ROGER DUVOISIN was a renowned 
Swiss-born American author-illustrator 
who created the Happy Lion and 
Petunia series of picture books, 
along with more than 40 other titles 
for children. He was awarded the 
Caldecott medal in 1947.

32 pp, 247 x 200 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851242450 
HB £11.99 
April 2016 
Bodleian Children’s Books

     Veronica did not notice that people were angry with her 
now. She smiled with joy at the sight of a vegetable-man 
who was walking by, pushing a cart full of fresh delicious 
cabbages, lettuces, beans, peas, potatoes, and many other 
things.
     Unused to city manners, like all river bank 
hippopotamuses, Veronica helped herself happily to the 
green food. In one gulp, she had emptied the cart.

16    RECENT HIGHLIGHTS / Children’s Books

Whale’s Way
Johanna Johnston
Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard

48 pp, 199 x 262 mm 
Fully illus 
9781851244287 
HB £10.99 
September 2015 
Bodleian Children’s Books

The humpback whales journey through polar seas. Will they escape 
the hunters and guide baby whale to safety? Telling the story of 
the life cycle of the whale in a simple narrative, this is a beautifully 
illustrated book with timeless appeal.

Whales LAYOUT NEW SIZE.indd   33 29/05/2015   16:08

Soon the storm is over. And when the whales rise, the sun is 
shining on the sea. It shines on the mist of their jets, making 
rainbows.

The father whale makes a great dive. Then he rushes up 
through the water to leap in the air. His dive and leap take 
him away from the mother and calf. Then, when he dives into 
the water again, he senses that danger is near.
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Penguin’s Way
Johanna Johnston
Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard

This is a delightful story of the emperor penguins that live far away 
on the edge of a secret sea, told in narrative form with beautiful, 
timeless illustrations.

One of the penguins makes up his mind. He dives in. 
At once all the others dive in too.

It is all right. No sharks are near. There is just the 
wonder and the joy of swimming and diving and 
gliding in the water which is the penguins’ true home.

Penguins Way Layout NEW SIZE.indd   43 29/05/2015   16:21

There they are. On the ice at the water’s edge. The 
chicks stare at the water. They have never seen anything 
like it before but they know they want to dive in. They 
do not know, as the older ones do, that there can be 
danger here if sharks swim in from the sea.

Penguins Way Layout NEW SIZE.indd   42 29/05/2015   16:21

     So Veronica walked away by herself, one day, to find a 
place where she could be different … or even famous. 
     She walked for days, many many days, eating grass and 
leaves along the way.

     One afternoon from the top of a hill 
she saw a pink and white city. 
     The streets were crowded with men 
and women—even more crowded than 
Veronica’s hippopotamus river.
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This book explores the stories behind seventy-five extraordinary 
maps. It includes unique treasures such as the fourteenth-century 
Gough Map of Great Britain, exquisite portolan charts made in the 
fifteenth century, the Selden Map of China – the earliest example 
of Chinese merchant cartography – and an early world map from 
the medieval Islamic Book of Curiosities, together with more recent 
examples of fictional places drawn in the twentieth century, such as 
C.S. Lewis’s own map of Narnia and J.R.R. Tolkien’s map of Middle 
Earth.

As well as the works of famous mapmakers Mercator, Ortelius, 
Blaeu, Saxton and Speed, the book also includes lesser known but 
historically significant works: early maps of the moon, of the transit 
of Venus, hand-drawn estate plans and early European maps of the 
New World. There are also some surprising examples: escape maps 
printed on silk and carried by pilots in the Second World War in 
case of capture on enemy territory; the first geological survey of the 
British Isles showing what lies beneath our feet; a sixteenth-century 
woven tapestry map of Worcestershire; a map plotting outbreaks 
of cholera and a jigsaw map of India from the 1850s. Behind each 
of these lies a story, of intrepid surveyors, ambitious navigators, 
chance finds or military victories. Drawing on the unique collection 
in the Bodleian Library, these stunning maps range from single 
cities to the solar system, span the thirteenth to the twenty-first 
century and cover most of the world.

DEBBIE HALL is a Senior Library 
Assistant in the Map Room of the 
Bodleian Library. 
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Thames aficionado Robert Gibbings once wrote that ‘the quiet of 
an age-old river is like the slow turning of the pages of a well-loved 
book’.

Writing the Thames tells a much-loved river’s story through the 
remarkable prose, poetry and illustration that it has inspired. In 
eight themed chapters it features historical events such as Julius 
Caesar’s crossing in 55 ͜͟͝ and Elizabeth I’s stand against the 
Spanish at Tilbury, explorations of topographers who mapped, drew 
and painted the river and the many congenial riverside retreats for 
authors ranging from Francis Bacon, Thomas More and Alexander 
Pope to Thomas Love Peacock, William Morris and Henry James. 
A chapter on messing about in boats tells the story of William 
Hogarth’s impulsive five-day river trip with four inebriated friends 
and features satirical novels making fun of frenetic rowers (Zuleika 
Dobson) and young London men-about-town on camping holidays 
(Three Men in a Boat).

The river has also inspired some of the best children’s literature (The 
Wind in the Willows) and naturalists such as Richard Jeffries and C.J. 
Cornish (A Naturalist on the Thames) have recorded the richness of 
its wildlife. But there are also dark undercurrents: Charles Dickens’s 
use of its waters as a symbol of death, Sax Rohmer’s Limehouse 
villain Dr Fu Manchu, and the many fictional criminals who dispose 
of corpses in its sinister depths in detective novels ranging from 
Sherlock Holmes to Inspector Morse. Beautifully illustrated, this 
book celebrates the writers who have helped to make England’s 
greatest river an enduring legend.

CHRISTINA HARDYMENT is a writer 
and journalist with a special interest in 
social history and literary geography. 
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‘MR DICK ENS’S OL D HOR ROR 
OF TH E DA R K R IV ER’

She was carried onward in a stream of life setting that 
way, and flowing indifferently, past marts and mansions, 
prisons, churches, market-places, wealth, poverty, good, 
and evil, like the broad river side by side with it, awakened 
from its dreams of rushes, willows, and green moss, and 
rolling on, turbid and troubled, among the works and cares 
of men, to the deep sea.

Charles Dickens, Dombey & Son, 1848 

The Thames haunts the novels of Charles Dickens like an omen. 
His early childhood was spent at Sheerness and Rochester, and 
memories of the Kent countryside, the Medway marshes and trips 
out into the Thames Estuary with his father John in the small 
naval yacht Chatham are used in his first book, The Pickwick 
Papers (1836). His lifelong ambition was to return there, and he 
achieved this in 1856, when he acquired Gad’s Hill Place on the 
Old Dover Road, a house he had admired as a child. ‘Cobham 
Woods are behind the house, the distant Thames in front, the 
Medway, with Rochester and its old castle and cathedral on one 
side’, he wrote proudly to his friend William de Serjat in 1858.

By then, however, Dickens had personal experience of the 
river’s dark side. In 1822 the family moved to Camden Town, 
and when his father was put in a debtors’ prison Charles was 
set to work in a blacking factory by the river at Hungerford 
Stairs, near Charing Cross; an experience he uses in David 
Copperfield (1850).

Murdstone and Grinby’s warehouse was at the waterside. It 
was down in Blackfriars. Modern improvements have altered 
the place; but it was the last house at the bottom of a narrow 
street, curving down hill to the river, with some stairs at the 
end, where people took boat. It was a crazy old house with a 
wharf of its own, abutting on the water when the tide was in, 
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and on the mud when the tide was out, and literally overrun 
with rats.

Towards the end of the book, David and Peggotty follow the 
repentant Martha to the river at Millbank. She walks slowly along 
the riverbank, looking for a place to drown herself.

‘A crazy old house with a wharf of its own, abutting on the water’: Hungerford 
Stairs, site of the blacking factory where Charles Dickens worked as a boy 
(watercolour by George Harley, 1820).

s e v e n

R H Y M I N G 
t h e   R I V E R

T h e  chapters in this book have been generously laced with 
quotations from poems about the Thames. This one is 

devoted to verse. Fun and culturally revealing as it often is, it is 
rarely very good, and few anthologies have been devoted to the 
subject. The best are Jocelyn Herbert’s Sweete Themmes (1951), 
which includes prose as well as poems, and Anna Adams’s Thames: 
An Anthology of River Poems (1999), which has some ancient 
favourites, but is mainly refreshingly modern. In his preface to 
it, Iain Sinclair calls the shift over the centuries in how poets 
have described the river 

a process of reverse alchemy – from Spencer’s ‘silver-
streaming Thames’, through Pope’s ‘sunbeams trembling on 
the floating tides’ to our lead-coloured drift. It’s not the tides 
that have changed, but our way of seeing them.

My selection of Thames verses is divided into two main catego-
ries: poems which attempt a sweep from source to sea, and those 
pinned to a particular place or part of the river as far as London. 
The source-to-sea poems are presented chronologically to mirror 
the changes through the centuries in literary style and poetic imagi-
nation; poems of place follow the course of the river from the source 
to London, and from London to The Nore regardless of date, and 
say as much about the character of the poet as the place described. 

Britannia in robes embroidered with rivers, which Michael Drayton used as 
guides in his ‘chorographical’ poem Poly-Olbion: title page of the 1612 edition.

Treasures from 
the Map Room
A Journey through the 
Bodleian Collections

Edited by Debbie Hall
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g

Visit Yellowstone!

The park had been formally established in 1872, the 
first national park in the world, partly at the instigation 
of the geologist and surveyor Ferdinand Hayden. Hayden 
had mapped the park area more scientifically, if less 
prettily, in 1871. The construction of the railway connec-
tion about ten years later led to a considerable increase 
in visitor numbers. This was clearly in the interests 
of the railway company as well as the park authorities, 
especially at a time of expansion and improvement for 
the Northern Pacific. The map is oriented with south at 
the top, perhaps for artistic reasons but also putting the 
railway station into the foreground.

Everything about the map makes the park look inviting. 
Although the landscape is beautiful, the presence of civi-
lization is clearly emphasized. The hotels are all named 
and marked in a fairly conspicuous red, the roads are a 
bright yellowish brown and outlined to make them stand 
out. The roads close to the station are reassuringly well 
populated with horses and carriages. Fort Yellowstone 
is shown flying the US flag. The overall effect is to show 
a landscape that is wild, beautiful, but not too daunting; 
there are steep cliffs, waterfalls and geysers, but also good 
roads and hotels. It is almost impossible to look at this 
map and not be seized by the desire to visit Yellowstone 
National Park – which was, of course, the idea.

This is an exceptionally sunny map. The river and rolling 
hills appear lit up, the bright yellowish stone that gives 
the area its name seems to glow in the canyon walls, 
and the blue sky (scattered with little white clouds) 
is reflected in the tranquil blue of Yellowstone Lake. 
Even the stylish capitals of the title cast a faint shadow. 
Strictly speaking, it is a panorama or bird’s-eye view 
rather than a map, showing the landscape in perspec-
tive as well as giving the layout of Yellowstone National 
Park. There is no visible light source, but the sky sug-
gests a hazy sunshine, perhaps misted by the steam from 
Old Faithful which rises in the far distance on the right-
hand side.

 The inspiration behind the map can be found by 
looking at the foot, where a note states ‘Copyright 
1904 by Henry Wellge, Milwaukee, transferred to the 
Northern Pacific Railway Company’. Wellge produced 
many attractive panoramic maps, mainly of towns, from 
the 1880s onwards; he had his own company but in this 
case was working for Northern Pacific. The logo of the 
Northern Pacific Yellowstone Park line appears twice 
on the map, and the company’s railway station (with 
‘Northern Pacific’ in large letters on the roof) appears 
bottom right, with a train steaming into the station. The 
map was made to promote rail travel to Yellowstone.

f6:58 (36)
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any map is, to some degree, a work of imagination. the 
mapmaker must select which elements of the landscape to include and 
how to represent them, select what to leave out, and conjure up fea-
tures that are real, but intangible, like boundaries and place names. 
Similarly the map’s users interpret the symbols on the map as real fea-
tures on the ground, in order to know where to go and what to expect 
to see around the next corner. The maps in this section take this one 
step further, portraying an imagined reality. This may be intended to 
be fun, thought-provoking, satirical or entirely practical.

There are clear links between art and cartography; both disciplines 
are concerned with visual display and both may serve a decorative func-
tion. Medieval world maps were barely concerned with representing 
geography as we understand it. Rather, they have been described as 
visual encyclopaedias, showing history, mythological creatures and 
biblical events in a broadly geographical context. Many early printed 
maps were highly decorative, with illustrations of the plants and 
animals of the region, people in local costume, ornate borders and 
cartouches filled with classical references. Even for more scientific 
modern maps, aesthetics and visual effect are part of map design.

Some of the maps in this chapter show a real place, but represented 
symbolically. The Leo Belgicus is a famous example, and the represen-
tation of France as an oak tree, also included here, a much rarer one. 
Maps showing countries metaphorically, as people or animals, have 
been produced as occasional curiosities for hundreds of years. Earlier 

chapter 7

Imaginary Lands

facing
The maps in Geographical Fun were drawn by a talented teenager, the actress Lilian 

Lancaster; here Ireland is shown as a cheerful peasant woman with her baby on her back.

183
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Art of the Islands
Celtic, Pictish, Anglo-
Saxon and Viking Visual 
Culture, c. 450–1050

Michelle P. Brown

The Celtic, Pictish, Anglo-Saxon and Viking peoples who inhabited the 
British Isles and Ireland from late prehistory to the Norman Conquest 
left a rich visual heritage whose influence continues to be felt.

This is the first book to present an illustrated overview of the early 
art of the British and Irish archipelago during one of the most 
formative periods in its history. It explores the interaction between 
its inhabitants, along with the formation of national and regional 
identities, through the lens of visual culture.

Leading expert Michelle P. Brown explains the historical context 
within which key artworks of the period were made and used, 
ranging across works as diverse as the Book of Kells, the Tara Brooch, 
the Aberlemno Stones, the Lindisfarne Gospels, the Alfred Jewel and 
the Benedictional of St Ethelwold, and examines the ways in which 
their complex imagery can be interpreted. She also considers the 
impact of the art of this period upon the history of art in general, 
helping to inform both the Carolingian renaissance, the Romanesque 
and, from the late nineteenth century, the Arts and Crafts and Art 
Nouveau movements.

Fusing history, art history, archaeology and literary studies, and fully 
illustrated throughout, this is a ground-breaking guide to a fascinating 
and complex period in which northern Europe journeyed from late 
Antiquity into the Middle Ages.

MICHELLE P. BROWN is Professor 
Emerita of Medieval Manuscript 
Studies at the School of Advanced 
Study, University of London, Visiting 
Professor at University College 
London and Baylor University, 
Senior Researcher, University of Oslo 
and former Curator of Illuminated 
Manuscripts at the British Library.
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Magna Carta is the most famous document in English history. And 
yet its survival is purely accidental. King John, who negotiated the 
document with his rebellious barons, had no intention of honouring 
its contents. Annulled by the pope within weeks of being issued, it 
was destined to oblivion. But with the sudden death of John, all of 
this changed. Magna Carta was reissued by the regents of the boy 
King Henry III as an apology for past misrule and as a promise of 
future good government. It was reissued on successive occasions 
and repeatedly cited in legal cases in the following centuries. Later, 
it played a part in conflicts such as the English Civil War and the US 
Wars of Independence. Echoes of Magna Carta are to be found in 
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United 
States. It continues to be cited today as a touchstone of fundamen-
tal universal freedoms.  

This book tells the story of the birth and development of Magna 
Carta from its origins to the modern day. It also reproduces and 
describes, for the very first time, every surviving copy of the Great 
Charter, as well as related charters of the period, including various 
new discoveries. It addresses the previously unanswered question 
of how the charter was published and disseminated to the shires of 
England and includes a chapter on the charter’s scribes and sealing, 
supplying a truly unique insight into both the creation and afterlife 
of the most fundamental legal document in British history.

NICHOLAS VINCENT is Professor of 
Medieval History at the University of 
East Anglia and a Fellow of the British 
Academy. He is Director of the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council’s Magna 
Carta Project. 
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Magna Carta
Origins and Legacy

Nicholas Vincent

THE GREAT CHARTER 1215–1300   79

summoned. By the 1230s, these had come to be known as parliaments 
(‘speakings together’), although in essence their existence can be traced 
back much further, to the great councils of the twelfth century and indeed 
to the meeting (the ‘witan’) that had counselled, warned and advised 
earlier Anglo-Saxon kings. After 1253, whilst the king himself was in 
Gascony, Parliament was judged capable of meeting even in his absence. It 
remained, nonetheless, an occasion rather than an institution.
 By this time, Henry III had not only committed himself to crusade in 
the Holy Land but to the conquest of the island of Sicily. When the Welsh 
rebelled in 1258, the king lacked the financial means to pay for defense 
against them. The barons were summoned to agree taxation. Instead, 
they insisted upon a root and branch reform of the king’s government. In 
effect, the king was placed under the executive authority of a committee 
of barons. The earl of Leicester, Simon de Montfort, son of that Simon 
who in 1212 had issued the Statute of Pamiers, emerged as the most radical 
of the reformers. In 1264, when King Henry III attempted to overthrow 
baronial constraint, Simon defeated him in battle at Lewes. Desperate 
to widen the basis of his support, Montfort summoned a parliament, 
bringing together not only the barons (or ‘lords’) but ‘the commons’, via 

56   Defeat and death of Simon de 
Montfort at the Battle of Evesham. 
BL, MS. Cotton Nero D ii, f. 177r. 
© The British Library Board
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was the honour of Lancaster. Earls and barons continued to be amerced or 
fined at the king’s discretion rather than at the command of their fellows or 
peers. The annual judicial visitation of the counties, envisaged in Magna 
Carta, was never effectively enacted. In all of these respects, and more, 
the text of Magna Carta 1225, although regularly renewed and popularly 
invested with the authority of holy writ, diverged increasingly from the 
realities of local and central government.
 Taxation, however, and the king’s financial needs remained pressing 
concerns. The politics of thirteenth-century England were dominated 
by the gulf between royal ambitions and the king’s ability to pay for his 
wars, his luxuries and his court. Henry III, in particular, not only poured 
a fortune into the rebuilding of Westminster but squandered vast sums on 
failed attempts to recover his father’s lands in France. Ever since its first 
issue in 1215, Magna Carta had been linked to the principle that taxation 
could only be granted with consent. To obtain such consent, councils were 

55   Sicily, the conquest of which 
Henry III was determined to 
accomplish, as depicted in the 
earliest extant map of the island, 
from the thirteenth-century Arabic 
Book of Curiosities. Bodleian Library, 
MS. Arab. c. 90, ff. 32b-33a.
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There are four surviving originals. Printed (from nos.10, 11, misdated 
1224, with facsimile of seal) Blackstone (1759), pp.47–59, 67; (with facsimile 
from no.10, also noting Blackstone’s edition of no.11, then still at Lacock), 
Statutes (1810), pp.22–25 no.11; Bémont, Chartes, pp.45–60 no.7; below 
appendix (from no.13), and cf. Stubbs, Select Charters, pp.349–51; Holt, 
Magna Carta (1992), pp.501–11. Only nos.10 and 11 were known to Collins, 
‘Documents’, pp.269–70. Blackstone (1759), pp.xlvi, refers to the possibility 
of there being two further orginals. The first noticed after James Tyrrell, 
The General History of England, 3 vols (London 1700-4), ii, p.1104, supposedly 
from Battle Abbey, reported by Tyrrell in the possession of Sir Nathaniel 
Powel of Ewhurst (d.1707), remains untraced. The other, as noted by 
Blackstone after Thomas Carte, A General History of England (London 
1747–55), ii, p.29, supposed to survive at Norwich Cathedral, perhaps 
represents confusion with a s.xiv cartulary copy, now Norwich, Norfolk 
Record Office MS. DCN Register 3 fos.84v–90r. Blackstone rightly 
denied the credentials of another copy of the 1225 charter, now London, 
Society of Antiquaries MS.544 (first recorded in 1749, in the possession 
of Charles Lyttelton), to be considered an original rather than a mid-
thirteenth-century copy (cf. notes to no.13 below). A further such early 
copy is enrolled as Durham, University Library Special Collections, 
Durham Cathedral Muniments Locellus 1.25: mid s.xiii copy of the 1225 
Magna Carta and Forest Charter, endorsed with copies of the clerical 
sentence of 1253 and its confirmation by Pope Innocent IV (below no.37).

10. Durham, University Library Special Collections, Durham 
Cathedral Muniments 1.2.Reg.2. Good condition. Approx. 
369 x 545 + 41mm, with margins of approx. 17 (left), 32 (top) and 
14mm (right). Capitalized H to Henricus with the lettering of both 
Henricus and Dei in fairly flamboyant majuscule, the remaining 
lettering of the first line in restrained majuscule, not infilled at 
the end. Extensive damp damage to the right hand side of the 
document, obscuring a section of the text in the bottom right 
hand corner; several holes in the document elsewhere, possibly 

the result of rodent damage. Neat chancery-style hand, 65 lines. 
Sealed sur double queue on pink cords with impression of the first 
great seal of King Henry in green wax, in near perfect condition. 
Endorsed: Magna carta H(enrici) regis tercii de libertatibus totius regni 
(s. xiii/xiv); Carta magna Henr(ici) regis III de libertatibus totius … (s. xiii/
xiv); Tertia prime regalium; I 2e II H(enrici) regalium (s. xiii/xiv); various 
postmedieval endorsements. Engraved facsimile by James Basire 
in Statutes (1810), pp.22–5 no.11. Apparently the exemplar sent to 
Durham.  © Dean and Chapter of Durham Cathedral.
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8 Urnes Church, Norway, exterior 
wood carving in sinuous ‘Urnes style’, 
a late, twelfth-century, expression of 
Germanic animal art.

Another recurrent motif is that of a male figure between two standing 
beasts, which appears for example on the Sutton Hoo purse mount, 
which may have contributed to the popularity of subsequent Christian 
images of the Arrest of Christ and of Daniel in the lion’s den that occur 
on Northumbrian and Irish sculpture.

The rulers of these warrior-trader-farmers (thegns and ceorls, with 
their slaves or semi-free British subjects) retained the loyalty of their 
warband (comitatus) by distributing booty, levying tribute and entertain-
ing in the mead hall. Grave goods, from burials such as Sutton Hoo, 
Taplow and Prittlewell, show that they often dined from Byzantine 
silverware, drank from gold-mounted horns or fine Rhenish drinking 
vessels, and used Coptic bronze jugs and bowls as well as their own 
pottery. Some, such as the princes buried at Sutton Hoo (notably in 
Mound 1, see Evans, 1989 ; Carver, 2005) and Prittlewell, may have 
viewed themselves not as supplanters but as heirs to Rome, the Sutton 
Hoo principal ship-burial featuring elegant gold and garnet shoulder 
clasps modelled, like the helmet and ceremonial standard, upon Roman 
parade armour and a purse containing coins from each of the mints 
of Gaul.

It also featured a shield bearing the metalwork emblems of the 
dragon and falcon and a royal sceptre composed of a lengthy whetstone 
for sharpening weapons set within metalwork of Celtic workmanship 
featuring human heads and a stag. These, like many other high-status 
Germanic burials, also contained Celtic hanging bowls, their escutcheons 
adorned with Ultimate La Tène ornament and the occasional Christian 
symbol of the Cross or fish. Some of these also carry ornament inside, 
as if meant to be viewed through whatever they contained. That from 
Sutton Hoo has a three-dimensional metalwork fish swimming inside it. 
There has been much speculation concerning their use, from hanging 
lamps to hand-washing bowls. They have suspension fittings and seem 
intended to contain liquid. They find a parallel in the mazer cups used 
to cement alliances and fellowship in later medieval Scotland (the Bute 
Mazer of c.1315 in the National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, is a 
fine example) and it may be that the frequent presence of these de luxe 
Celtic objects in Germanic graves denotes interaction between these 
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7 Sutton Hoo reliquary buckle (BM, 
M&ME 1939,10–10,1), English, early 
seventh century.

Sarre brooches (FIG. 16 ). Germanic taste also embraced animal art, 
which was probably imbued with meaning relating to the mythology of 
the Germanic north, including the shamanistic cult of Odin.

The study of Northern European, or “Germanic”, zoomorphic 
decoration was pioneered by Bernhard Salin, who classified animal 
art c.400–900 BCE into phases: Styles I, II and III (Salin, 1904 ). Their 
origins are still debated; trends in late-Roman popular art in the 
provinces being one element, and the older traditions of nomadic Asiatic 
Steppe peoples another. The first two styles occur widely across Europe 
in ‘barbarian’ art of the Migration Period.

Style I first appears in north-west Europe and became a noticeable 
new style with the introduction of the chip carving technique applied 
to bronze and silver in the fifth century. It is characterised by animals 
whose bodies are divided into sections, and typically appear at the edges 
of designs whose main emphasis is on abstract pattern. An example is 
the splendid silver-gilt square-headed brooch from an early-sixth-century 
female grave – no. 22 – at Chessell Down, Isle of Wight, now in the 
British Museum (FIG. 6 ). Its complex design features at least twenty-four 
human, animal and hybrid motifs.

After about 560–570 Style I declined and Style II began to replace it. 
Style II’s animals are whole beasts, but their bodies are elongated into 
strands of interlace. A good example is the Sutton Hoo buckle (FIG. 7).

After about 700 localised styles develop, and it is no longer very useful 
to talk of a general Germanic style. 

Style III is found mainly in Scandinavia and may also be called Viking 
animal art. This evolved through a number of styles, notably Borre/
Mammen, Jellinge, Ringerike and Urnes (FIG. 8 ).

Migration Period art also included figural representations of humans 
and deities. The Sutton Hoo helmet – an heirloom brought from 
southern Scandinavia and deposited in the ship-burial of a king of East 
Anglia during the early seventh century (c.620s) – bears repoussé metal 
plaques depicting a procession of trumpeting warriors wearing horned 
helmets. Such a helmet is also worn by a sword-wielding figure, who may 
be one of the Germanic gods, Thor or Woden, on a gold belt buckle 
from Finglesham.
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71 (opposite) The Virgin and Child, 
depicted in a sideways pose in Coptic 
fashion, with angels bearing eastern 
liturgical fans (such as that which 
traditionally formed one of the relics 
of St Columba), from the Book of Kells 
(TCD MS 58, f. 7v), Iona, c.800?

72 (above) The St Cuthbert Gospel 
made at Wearmouth/Jarrow. It 
features the earliest western binding, 
which is made in ‘Coptic’ fashion 
using the unsupported sewing 
technique and which may be the 
volume found in the coffin of St 
Cuthbert, made to contain the saint’s 
incorrupt body when it was translated 
to the high altar at Lindisfarne in 698 
(BL, Add. 89000, upper cover). 

which at some point was placed in St Cuthbert’s 
coffin, was bound in ‘Coptic’ fashion.

Were such features mere coincidence or 
absorbed second-hand? Some may have been; 
others surely betoken face-to-face contact. This 
can be substantiated by my research at St Cath-
erine’s Sinai, which shows the presence of at 
least two English scribes there during the eighth 
century – both employing a minuscule script of 
the sort found in mid-eighth-century Northum-
brian manuscripts such as the Moore Bede, and 
one including a zoomorphic initial formed of a 
senmurv and coloured display capitals of the sort 
found in Mercia during the second half of the 
century. Their work occurs in a palimpsest manu-
script, skins being at a premium in the wilderness, 
with a lower level of sixth-century Sinaite Greek 
script, Italian hands of c.600, the Insular hands, 
and an upper layer in Arabic by a Sinai monk of 
c.900. This, along with other evidence, also reveals 
that Pope Gregory the Great had relations with Sinai c.600, at the time 
that it was producing its glorious encaustic icons and Gregory was writing 
to the bishop of Marseilles exhorting him to stop destroying images, for 
in them the illiterate read – thereby opening the door to the western 
history of figural art. The eastern cradle of Christianity certainly exerted 
a formative, and direct, influence upon western literate culture, not least 
in the watery wildernesses of these north-western islands.
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New Bodleian 
– Making the 
Weston Library
Edited by the Bodleian 
Library
In association with Wilkinson 
Eyre Architects and Mace 
Limited

In 1934 Sir Giles Gilbert Scott began work on designs for a 
substantial new library building opposite the Old Bodleian Library 
site in Broad Street, Oxford in order to provide much-needed 
space for the growing numbers of books housed in the library and 
the number of readers using them. Opened in 1946 (having been 
delayed by the Second World War), for seventy years the New Bodle-
ian served the academic community and readers visiting Oxford, 
housing 3.5 million items. Scott’s innovative designs meant that the 
New Bodleian became a Grade II-listed building in 2003. 

In 2009, thanks to a generous bequest from the Garfield Weston 
Foundation, plans got underway for a complete refurbishment of 
the building to meet the needs of twenty-first-century research and 
the Bodleian’s expanding collections. The architects Wilkinson Eyre 
were appointed to develop the project adapting the Grade II-listed 
building for its new use as a special collections library while keeping 
the façade intact. Their brief was to redesign reading rooms for the 
consultation of rare books, manuscripts, archives, music and maps, 
provide new research facilities (including support for digital schol-
arship), new teaching facilities, improved conservation laboratories, 
state-of-the-art storage for Bodleian Libraries’ valuable special 
collections and enhanced public access through a new entrance 
hall and exhibition space. 

This book tells the story of how the vision for the Weston Library was 
realized. Like the project itself, it represents a collaboration between 
clients and consultants as they place the project in context, describing 
in detail the many architectural, academic, curatorial and heritage 
issues addressed throughout the process, and the challenges of meet-
ing the needs of an internationally renowned, four-hundred-year-old 
institution in the twenty-first century.

224 pp, 250 x 250 mm 
275 colour illus 
9781851243747 
PB with flaps £30.00 
May 2016

Set like a stronghold south-west of the Caucasus mountains, 
Armenia is caught between East and West. Briefly a great empire 
in the first century ͜͟͝ under King Tigranes the Great, Armenia was 
later incorporated first by the Sasanian and then the Byzantine 
Empires. Armenian art, literature, religion and material culture have 
reinterpreted elements of a wide variety of cultures. Spanning over 
two and a half millennia, the history of Armenia and the Armenian 
people is a series of riveting tales, from its first mention under the 
Achaemenid King Darius I to the independence of the Republic of 
Armenia from the Soviet Union.

With the help of the Bodleian Libraries’ magnificent collection of 
Armenian manuscripts and early printed books, this volume tells 
the story of the region through the medium of its cultural output. 
Together with introductions written by experts in their fields, close 
to one hundred manuscripts, works of art and religious artefacts 
serve as a guide to Armenian culture and history. Gospel manu-
scripts splendidly illuminated by Armenian masters feature next 
to philosophical tractates and merchants’ handbooks, affording 
us an insight into what makes the Armenian people truly unique, 
especially in the shadow of the genocide that threatened their 
annihilation a hundred years ago: namely their spirituality, 
language and perseverance in the face of adversity.

THEO MAARTEN VAN LINT is Calouste 
Gulbenkian Professor of Armenian 
Studies at the University of Oxford. 
ROBIN MEYER is a curator in the 
Department of Special Collections at 
the Bodleian Libraries. 

276 pp, 285 x 244 mm 
180 colour illus 
9781851244393 
HB £60.00

9781851244409 
PB with flaps £35.00 
October 2015

Armenia
Masterpieces from an 
Enduring Culture

Theo Maarten van Lint and 
Robin Meyer
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The Blackwell Hall is now a
democratic, public space, an internal
quadrangle which pedestrians are free
to enter from Broad Street.

To the north side of the Blackwell Hall,
the void is narrow, and spanned by
glazed footbridges into the stack.
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An original photograph of the east
entrance (opposite left) shows the
extent of the Taynton stone veneer and
finishes, while an image taken before
the refurbishment shows the
incremental cluttering of the space
(opposite right).

Drawings showing the ground floor
east corridor in elevation (above) and
plan (below). The south-east entrance
can be seen to the left of the plan, and
the new readers’ café to the right.

Panoramic view of the east facade
following cleaning, composed
symmetrically around the central
readers’ entrance.
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The east wing of the building – particularly at ground floor level –
is one of the most important areas in terms of architectural
heritage. An entrance hall from Parks Road links to the east
corridor, and in turn to the curved vestibule area in the south-
eastern corner of the building where the King George VI door is
located. The primary work here was to refurbish and conserve the
existing finishes, as well as introducing effective yet understated
security lines and improving the natural daylighting throughout.

A Taynton stone veneer was used by Scott throughout for the
walls, carved cornices, classical mouldings, friezes, door
surrounds and counter, and this has been carefully cleaned and
repaired. Where new openings have been introduced into the
east corridor wall, these have been given stone reveals and
architraves to reflect the style of the Scott originals. Facilities for
staff and readers are also located here – to the south of the
entrance hall, locker storage, and to the northern end of the
corridor, a new café.

East wing
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but can also be manufactured by combining mercury and sulphur. 
Red lake pigments also provided red colours, and can be formulated 
from various organic substances such as the root of the madder plant 
or the secretions of the lac insect. The most widespread substance used 
by Armenian artists to produce yellow pigment is orpiment, another 
toxic mineral (arsenic sulphide). Ultramarine (blue) was produced 
from lapis lazuli, a mineral found in Afghanistan; highly expensive in 
Europe, ultramarine was used in only the most luxurious manuscripts 
there, but it was more readily available in Armenia and was especially 
common in Cilician manuscripts. In some regions, Armenians used 
another blue pigment produced from the mineral azurite. Indigo, an 
organic blue pigment derived from the indigo plant, was also utilized. 
A natural green was not found in the Armenian palette, but instead 
was formed by mixing yellow pigment (orpiment) with blue (either 
indigo or ultramarine).
 

Mathews, T. F. and R. S. Wieck (eds), Treasures in Heaven: 
Armenian Illuminated Manuscripts, The Pierpont 
Morgan Library, New York, 1994.

SM
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The opening of the Armenian liturgical year
Synaxarion (ɞɸʌʔʋɸʙʡʗʛ)

36.8 x 26.7 cm, paper
Daniel and Thomas (for the priest Sion)
c.1500
MS. Arm. c. 3 fol. 1r 

This sixteenth-century Synaxarion 
(ɞɸʌʔʋɸʙʡʗʛ), also called a 
menologion or martyrologion, opens 
with a multi-coloured headpiece 
preceding the vitas of St John the 
Baptist and At‘enogenes, which mark 
the opening of the Armenian liturgical 
year, on 1 Navasard, coinciding with 11 
August; as is usual, the opening line of 
the first life is written in ornithomorph 
letters, some lines in rectangular 
script or erkat‘agir��ɼʗʆɸʀɸɺʂʗ�� the 
remainder in bolorgir (roundscript, 
ɹʏʃʏʗɺʂʗ).
 The manuscript can be dated 
between 1421, since a miracle reported 
in that year is recorded, and before 
1618, the year in which it was repaired 
and bound by Mesrop dpir. Based on 
the style of writing, Baronian and 
Conybeare consider a date soon after 
1500 most likely. Daniel and Thomas 

copied it for the priest Sion, whose 
family is mentioned extensively. Others 
have contributed memorial notes as 
well, in particular the family of the 
later owners Xodšay T‘uman and his 
brother Mahdas Andrias, who bought 
the book and placed it at the door 
of Holy Sion. The Bodleian Library 
bought it from Hannan, Watson & Co. 
in 1899.
 The Synaxarion records the lives 
of saints, both Armenian and others, 
to be read on each day of the year, 
and contains a series of homilies as 
well. The lives are either translated 
or original compositions. The book 
has gone through various redactions 
since its inception. A colophon (fols 
543v–544r) states that this volume 
follows the redaction of Grigor Xlatec‘i 
Cerenc‘, who was also a well-known 
manuscript illuminator (d.1425).

Baronian, S., and F. C. Conybeare, Catalogue of the 
Armenian Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1918, no. 64.

Galadza, P., ‘Books, Liturgical. 2.1. Armenian’, in P. F. 
Bradshaw (ed.), The New SCM Dictionary of Liturgy and 
Worship, pp. 67–8.

Outtier, B., ‘Les recueils arméniens manuscrits’, in Claude 
Mutafian (ed.), Arménie: la magie de l’écrit, Somogy, 
Paris, 2007, pp. 94–103.

Połarean, N. A., Cisagitut‘iwn [Liturgiology], T‘aguhi 
Tamsĕn Foundation, New York, 1990, pp. 47–61.
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SECTION 8 Pigments
 

Artists likely produced their own pigments and tools such as brushes. 
Although no Armenian manuscript describing how pigments were 
manufactured yet has been located, modern pigment analyses allow us 
a glimpse into the secrets of their composition. Viewers often remark 
on the brightness of the pigments used in Armenian manuscripts. 
This is due to the fact that most are derived from minerals, as opposed 
to organic pigments made from plants or insects, which are more 
susceptible to fading.
 The most common pigments used by Armenian artists are displayed 
in the ‘Scriptorium’ section of the exhibition. Gold was used for 
highlights, halos and backgrounds, albeit only in more expensive, 
luxury manuscripts because of the high cost. White lead, a toxic 
substance, was common not only in Armenian manuscripts but was 
also widely used in Europe and the East. Vermilion was the substance 
most often used for red; it occurs in nature as the mineral cinnabar 
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The Odes of 
Horace
A Facsimile

William Morris
Introduction by Clive Wilmer
Translated by William 
Gladstone

CLIVE WILMER is Emeritus Fellow of 
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, 
and the Master of John Ruskin’s Guild 
of St George.

420 pp, 170 x 120 mm 
183 colour illus 
Distributed in North America by ISD 
9781851244492 
HB 2 vols in slipcase £195.00 
June 2016

EBERHARD KöNIG is Professor of Art 
History at the Freie Universität, Berlin. 

432 pp, 204 x 137 mm 
338 colour illus 
Distributed in North America by ISD 
9781851244072 
HB in slipcase £150.00 
January 2016 
Not for sale in Austria, Germany or 
Switzerland

The Hours of 
Marie de Medici
A Facsimile

Introduction by 
Eberhard König

Aiming to resurrect a tradition that had fallen into abeyance with 
the invention of printing, William Morris made eighteen illuminated 
books, using a variety of texts, during the course of his life. One of 
these, now held in the Bodleian Library, is a handmade edition of 
the Odes of Horace.

The pages of this book, reproduced here in high-quality facsimile, 
are among the most intricate and ambitious that Morris ever cre-
ated. Using a Renaissance italic style of calligraphy, he illuminated 
letters with delicate shades of gold and silver, and adorned them 
with floral decoration and miniature faces and figures. The openings 
to each of the four books of the Odes are stunning display pages on 
which Morris collaborated with the artists Edward Burne-Jones and 
Charles Fairfax Murray.

This facsimile edition of William Morris’s Odes of Horace is presented 
in a blind embossed slipcase with a companion volume contain-
ing an introduction to William Morris’s manuscript and an English 
translation of the Odes.

This enchanting illuminated manuscript was painted by the Master 
of the David Scenes in the Grimani Breviary (known as the David 
Master), one of the renowned Flemish illuminators in the sixteenth 
century. Every page of the manuscript is exquisitely decorated. 
Fine architectural interiors, gorgeous landscapes and detailed city 
scenes, each one depicting a narrative, form the subjects of three 
full-size illuminations and forty-two full-page miniatures. There are 
floral borders on a gold ground or historiated borders in the Flemish 
and Italian style on every page. It is one of the finest examples of 
medieval illumination in a personal prayer book and the most 
copiously illustrated work of the David Master to survive.

The manuscript owes its name to the French Queen, Marie de 
Medici, widow of King Henri IV. For a time she went into exile in 
Brussels, where she is thought to have acquired the manuscript 
before moving again to Cologne. An inscription in English states that 
she left the book of hours in this city, and it is here that an English 
manuscript collector, Francis Douce, may have acquired the book 
and eventually donated it to the Bodleian Library.

Together with a scholarly introduction that gives an overview 
of Flemish illumination and examines each of the illustrations in 
detail, this full-colour facsimile limited edition, bound in linen with 
a leather quarter binding and beautifully presented in a slipcase, 
faithfully reproduces all 176 leaves of the original manuscript.

This is a unique opportunity for rare book collectors and medieval 
scholars to own a stunning facsimile copy of this masterpiece of 
Flemish manuscript painting.
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The Bay Psalm 
Book
A Facsimile

Introduction by Diarmaid 
MacCulloch

The first book to be printed in North America, twenty years 
after the arrival of the Pilgrim Fathers in Massachusetts, and now 
the most expensive book in the world, fetching over $14.2 million 
at auction. Every page of this extraordinarily influential book, 
including the translators’ preface, is faithfully reproduced in this 
stunning facsimile.

320 pp, 184 x 118 mm 
9781851244140 
HB £25.00 
December 2014

Clearly the work of a teenager, Volume the First reveals the devel-
opment of the unmistakable voice and style that would mark out 
Jane Austen as one of the most popular authors of all time. This is a 
unique opportunity to own a likeness of Jane Austen’s hand in the 
form of a complete manuscript facsimile.

224 pp, 180 x 140 mm 
6 colour illus 
9781851242818 
HB £25.00 
October 2013 
Not for sale in North America

Volume the First
A Facsimile

Jane Austen
Introduction by Kathryn 
Sutherland

Type is Beautiful
The Story of Fifty 
Remarkable Fonts

Simon Loxley

Behind every typeface is a story – who designed it, and why? 
What are its distinctive characteristics, and what cultural baggage 
does it carry?

This book explores fifty of the most remarkable typefaces, dating 
from the birth of European printing in the fifteenth century (and 
the type used in the Gutenberg Bible – the first significant book to 
be printed in Europe) to the present day. It features key examples 
in the aesthetic development of typography (Caslon, Baskerville, 
Bodoni) and those fonts which have made a significant impact on 
the wider world.

Many fonts have added style to something culturally important 
(such as Johnston Sans on the London Underground), or assumed 
a cultural significance of their own, sometimes by accident. The 
designer of Comic Sans, for example, created the typeface for use 
in speech bubbles for a Microsoft programme, never expecting it 
to become one of the world’s favourite – and also most maligned 
– fonts.  

Through the fonts this book also examines the often colourful lives 
of the key designers in the evolution of typography: Johannes 
Gutenberg, William Caslon, Nicolas Jenson, Stanley Morison and 
William Morris, among others – including one who threw his unique 
set of metal type into the Thames to prevent others from misusing 
it – and the enduring influence they have had on print culture.

Of equal appeal to general readers, designers and typographers, 
this book is a vibrant cultural guide to the aesthetic choices we 
make in order to spread the word.

SIMON LOxLEY is a freelance graphic 

designer, writer and editor.

288 pp, 216 x 138 mm 
50 b&w illus 
9781851244317 
HB £20.00 
July 2016
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This is exquisite … Who could resist? 
Jane Austen’s Regency World
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baskerville Letting in the light: the title page of John Baskerville’s first book, 
Virgil’s Bucolica, Georgica et Aeneis, published in 1757. 

BASKERVILLE

first appearance 1757, great britain 
designer john baskerville, british

John Baskerville stands alongside the first William Caslon 
as one of the two typographic giants of eighteenth century 
Britain (see caslon). Both created typefaces that have become 
classics, pillars of the typographic canon of text faces, and 
both came from the English midlands. There direct compari-
sion becomes less straightforward. Caslon’s type was more 
robust in appearance and its effect. Use of Baskerville intro-
duces, subtly, an essence of something else, something a little 
more mannered, perhaps a slightly self-conscious elegance. 
But both are time-tested en hancements to the page, and work 
effectively at headline size too. 

Personally their respective creators stories differed too. 
Caslon went to London. Baskerville remained in Birmingham 
all his life. Caslon founded a dynasty, whereas Baskerville left 
no descendants. Caslon almost single-handedly created the 
British type industry, while Baskerville remained an outsider. 
Caslon, a typefounder, essentially followed the style of existing 
letterforms, doing them superlatively well. Baskerville was an 
innovator, in type design, paper, ink and printing methods, a 
publisher and printer. Baskerville didn’t just design his type, he 
created a whole world for it to live in on the page.

He was born in 1706. His early life is largely obscure; one 
subsequent commentator on his life related that Baskerville 
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Shakespeare’s 
Dead
Simon Palfrey and Emma 
Smith

Pyramus:  ‘Now die, die, die, die, die.’   [Dies] 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

Shakespeare’s Dead reveals the unique ways in which Shakespeare 
brings dying, death, and the dead to life. It establishes the cultural, 
religious and social contexts for thinking about early modern death, 
with particular reference to the plague which ravaged Britain during 
his lifetime, and against the divisive background of the Reforma-
tion. But it also shows how death on stage is different from death in 
real life. The dead come to life, ghosts haunt the living, and scenes 
of mourning are subverted by the fact that the supposed corpse still 
breathes.

Shakespeare scripts his scenes of dying with extraordinary care. 
Famous final speeches – like Hamlet’s ‘The rest is silence’, Mercu-
tio’s ‘A plague o’ both your houses’, or Richard III’s ‘My kingdom for 
a horse’ – are also giving crucial choices to the actors as to exactly 
how and when to die. Instead of the blank finality of death, we get a 
unique entrance into the loneliness or confusion of dying.

Shakespeare’s Dead tells of death-haunted heroes such as Macbeth 
and Hamlet, and death-teasing heroines like Juliet, Ophelia and 
Cleopatra. It explores the fear of ‘something after death’, and 
characters’ terrifying visions of being dead. But it also uncovers the 
constant presence of death in Shakespeare’s comedies, and how the 
grinning jester might be a leering skull in disguise.

This book celebrates the paradox: the life in death in Shakespeare.

Simon Palfrey is Professor of 
english literature and Tutorial fellow 
at Brasenose College, oxford. emma 
SmiTh is fellow and Tutor in english 
at hertford College, oxford.

192 pp, 210 x 210 mm 
70 colour illus 
9781851242474 
PB with flaps £19.99 
April 2016

Epitaphs are a unique artform. This book brings together over 250 
epitaphs from cemeteries, churchyards, funerary monuments and 
historical records – spanning the centuries with the best and most 
intriguing examples of the final word.

160 pp, 185 x 120 mm 
9781851244515 
HB £9.99 
May 2016

‘Quick! Serve the dessert! 
I think I am dying.’

Paulette Brillat-Savarin

Famous Last 
Words
An Anthology

Edited by Claire Cock-Starkey
See also page 6

The last words of politicians, kings, queens, actors, philosophers, 
scientists and writers are sometimes profound, sometimes presci-
ent, often strange, funny and usually poignant. The most interesting, 
controversial and insightful of these exit lines are collected here, 
from deathbed desperation to the fondest of farewells.

Epitaphs
A Dying Art

Edited by Samuel Fanous

‘Cast a cold Eye 
On Life, on Death. 
Horseman, pass by!’

W.B. Yeats (1865–1939)

 
112 pp, 185 x 120 mm 
9781851242511 
HB £9.99 
May 2016

Figure 2 Woodcut illustration from a 
broadside which recorded numbers 
of burials in London – many due to 
the plague – in the first decades of 
the seventeenth century. Bodleian 
Library, G.A. fol. A 87 (1).
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1 Something af ter Death
The most famous speech in Shakespeare hinges upon the dreadful mystery of life 
beyond the grave:

 To die, to sleep.
To sleep, perchance to dream. Ay, there’s the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil
Must give us pause. … 
 Who would these fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscovered country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others we know not of? 
 (Hamlet, 3.1.66–84)

Ignorance produces anxiety, bafflement and paralysis. We survive because we are 
afraid of what death will bring. If we knew death, implies Hamlet, no one would 
stay to live. Because we do not, yet because death remains, life is sustained. With 
deep irony, death becomes the parent of life. 

The dread felt by Hamlet is not simply that we exist in the dark; nor is it that 
the prospect of death generates an existential terror of non-being. Curiously, it is 
almost the opposite of this. The fear is that we endure in death. Or, more precisely, 

Figure 3 This sixteenth-century 
finger-ring carries a memento mori 
in the shape of an enamelled skull. 
The paradox of such a richly crafted 
gold reminder of mortality is striking, 
at once an acknowledgement 
of worldly and of spiritual value.  
WA.1897.CDEF.F642 © Ashmolean 
Museum, University of Oxford.
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effect of making present events feel as though they have already happened, or that 
the agent enacting them is a kind of sleepwalker, performing deeds that someone or 
something else has set in motion. As Lady Macbeth says, ‘I feel now / The future in 
the instant’ (1.5.56–7). Time is concertinaed; the present is vaporized; death is already 
here. It can feel as though characters arrive at a killing field that already bears its 
dead – and proceed to kill them all over again. As the Captain reports:

Except they meant to bathe in reeking wounds
Or memorize another Golgotha,
I cannot tell –

 (1.2.39–41)

They are washed in the blood and steam of those they have killed, as though born 
from it, or baptized in it. The religious connotations are reinforced by ‘another 
Golgotha’: this refers to Calvary, the hill where Christ and the murderers were 
crucified; more specifically, it means the place of dead men’s skulls. To ‘memorize’ 
such another horror is to commit it to memory, and to do so through violent 
repetition, cut upon cut, wound upon wound, skull upon skull, like the most 
terrible education imaginable. History, memory, mind itself, is an accumulation of 
killings. The result is this play-world and its Scotland: a place of unhoused skulls, a 
hill of skulls that the action contributes to and proceeds upon. The basic conditions 
of the Macbeth play-world are thus established: a world of floating undead babies, 
‘horsed / Upon the sightless couriers of the air’ (1.7.22–3), in which ‘charnel-houses’ 
and graves must send / Those that we bury back’ (3.4.70–71), and where the ‘poor 
country’ of Scotland ‘cannot / Be called our mother, but our grave’ (4.3.165–7). 

Clearly the Captain here wishes to say something different. He wants to evoke 
the idea of redemptive battle, or birth from death. But he cannot quite finish 
the thought: ‘But I am faint. My gashes cry for help’ (1.2.42). He means that his 
wounds ache and need treatment. But the personification suggests something 
much more uncanny. It suggests a gash with a tongue, crying out in pain, a cry 

Figure 51 The captain at the 
beginning of Macbeth imagines the 
battle as ‘another Golgotha’ – the 
place of skulls. Skulls came to be 
metonyms of death – here, in the 
‘Office of the Dead’ section of a Book 
of Hours, just as in Hamlet. Hours of 
Engelbert of Nassau (Flemish, 1470s), 
Bodleian Library, MSS. Douce 219–220, 
fol. 214r.

EXHIBITION 
Bodleian library, oxford 
Shakespeare’s Dead 
22 Apr – 4 Sep 2016
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Taking fifty quotations centring on flowers, herbs, fruit and 
vegetables, this book marries the beauty of Shakespeare’s lines 
with charming contemporary renderings of the plants he 
described so vividly.

208 pp, 184 x 118 mm 
63 colour illus 
9781851244379 
HB £12.99 
October 2015

This book is a treasure, compact, 
readable and beautifully presented.

The Irish Examiner

A Shakespearean 
Botanical
Margaret Willes

Within Shakespeare’s lifetime there was already some curiosity 
about what the writer of such brilliant poems, sonnets and plays 
looked like. Yet like so much else about him, Shakespeare’s appear-
ance is mysterious. This generously illustrated book offers a new 
perspective on Shakespeare likenesses, as well as exploring the 
afterlife of these images.

136 pp, 220 x 173 mm 
40 colour illus 
9781851244058 
PB with flaps £14.99 
September 2015

Portraits of 
Shakespeare
Katherine Duncan-Jones

192 pp, 234 x 156 mm 
32 pp plates & 8 b&w illus 
9781851244423 
HB £20.00 
December 2015

The Making of 
Shakespeare’s 
First Folio
Emma Smith

208 pp, 250 x 210 mm 
110 colour illus 
9781851242573 
PB with flaps £25.00 
February 2016

Mapping 
Shakespeare’s 
World
Peter Whitfield

This book, generously illustrated with key pages from the 
publication and comparative works, tells the human, artistic, 
economic and technical stories of the birth of the First Folio – 
and the birth of Shakespeare’s towering reputation.

Revealing that many of Shakespeare’s locations may have had 
resonances which an Elizabethan audience would pick up and 
understand, this book shows how significant the geographical and 
historical background of the plays could be.

Mespilus 
The manured Medlar1 20

Medlar
Touchstone Truly, the tree yields bad fruit.
Rosalind I’ll graft it with you, and then I shall graft 
it with a medlar; then it will be the earliest fruit i’th’ 
country, for you’ll be rotten ere you be half-ripe, and 
that’s the right virtue of the medlar.

As You Like It, III.2.114–118

Rosalind is jesting with Touchstone, the clown, 
about some verses that had been pinned to a tree. 
Shakespeare clearly was familiar with the distinctive 
characteristics of the medlar. A native of northern 
Iran, the fruit was introduced to Britain by the 
Romans. Its Latin name is Mespilus germanica, but the 
native Britons called it ‘openarse’, a description of the 
appearance of the fruit. In Tudor England the fruit 
was associated with female genitalia, as Shakespeare 
noted in a speech made by Mercutio in Romeo and 
Juliet (p. 138). In France it was dubbed cul de chien or 
‘dog’s arse’. Despite these vulgar names and sexual 
associations, the medlar is a decoratively shaped tree, 
with charming white flowers. 

Gerard described how it grew in orchards, but 
also in hedges, along with brambles and briars. He 
recorded how it was particularly successful if grafted 
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25 Droeshout image of 
Shakespeare brightly 
recoloured for the jacket of 
Laurie Maguire and Emma 
Smith’s book 30 Great Myths 
about Shakespeare (Wiley-
Blackwell, 2012).

colours, the poet’s blue face and scarlet collar clashing violently 
with a shocking pink background. Even the dull black hair of the 
original engraving has been lightened up with some orangey-gold 
highlights (FIG. 25).

More than the Stratford bust or the so-called Chandos portrait, 
Droeshout, in its black-and-white clarity of outline, provides an 
immediately recognizable icon representing Shakespeare – famil-
iar even to people who have never read a line of Shakespeare’s 
writings.
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23 (below, left) Amalgamated 
image of Droeshout with 
Chandos used to advertise 
Cigar Lights (c. 1880). 
Bodleian Library, John 
Johnson Collection, Labels 12 
(43c).

24 (below, right) Shakespeare 
seeking inspiration in tea 
(c. 1930). Bodleian Library, 
John Johnson Collection,  
Tea and Coffee 1 (72d).

A late-nineteenth-century example that demonstrates the useful-
ness of Droeshout is a crude image of Shakespeare used to advertise 
Cigar Lights, preserved in the Bodleian Library’s John Johnson 
Collection of printed ephemera (FIG. 23). There are many other 
examples of Shakespeare’s image being used to sell commodi-
ties, including a lively image showing Shakespeare, desperate for 
inspiration, being wonderfully perked up by ‘tea tips’ (FIG. 24). 
Much more recent is the version of Droeshout that appears as the 
book jacket of Laurie Maguire and Emma Smith’s 30 Great Myths 
about Shakespeare (2012). Droeshout has been washed in DayGlo™ 

PLATE 3 The dedication to the Herbert brothers, William and Philip.

PLATE 2 (i) The first state of the Droeshout engraving. G.11631 © British 
Library Board. (ii) The second state of the Droeshout engraving, with 
shading added on the collar. By permission of the Folger Shakespeare Library. 
(iii) The third state of the Droeshout engraving, with additional lights in 
the eyes, shown here above (iv) a detail from the second state. By permission 
of the Folger Shakespeare Library.

(i) (ii)

(iii)

(iv)

THE  DR A M AS  OF  EUROPE A N  CIT IES  & COURTS  1 15

62 The Forest of Arden 
named on the fantasy map of 
Warwickshire in Drayton’s 
Poly-Olbion, 1612.

surely have expected that they would identify it with the English Arden, 
and this identification has become complete in the meta-life that the play 
has enjoyed for four hundred years. 

All’s Well That Ends Well has multiple settings, moving from the opening 
scenes in Count Bertram’s home in Roussillon to the king’s court in Paris; 
it then follows a military campaign to Florence, before returning for the 
dramatic climax to Roussillon. The scenes in Paris are all interiors and 
there is no sense of a special location; nor is the king named, so that the 
play is not fixed in time either. The oddity about the Roussillon setting 
is that the region was, like Navarre, divided geographically and culturally 
between Spain and France, and Roussillon was far more Spanish than 
French. Bertram is described as the Count of Roussillon, and not only is he 
a subject of the King of France, but he is actually the King’s ward following 
his own father’s death. The territory of Roussillon was ruled by the house 
of Aragon, and continued to be so until the mid-seventeenth century when 
Perpignan and the whole region were formally ceded to France.

1 14  M A PPING  SH A K ESPE A R E

61 A section of the Sheldon 
tapestry map of Warwickshire, 
c.1590, showing its technical 
craftsmanship and the density 
of place names, copied entirely 
from the Saxton maps; strangely, 
however, the name Arden does 
not appear on either. 

French, such as Orlando, Oliver, Frederick and Jaques, and adds Charles, 
Le Beau and Amiens. This forest is inhabited by lions, and perhaps the 
ancient forest of Ardennes may have been in the sixteenth century, but 
the Warwickshire Forest of Arden certainly was not. After the marriages 
that end Rosalynde, Lodge tells us that the characters all go to Paris to be 
feasted by the king, and that Rosader (Orlando) is made Duke of Namurs. 

So the most familiar of all Shakespeare’s settings, and the one most 
personal to him, apparently dissolves into a forest out of a romance some-
where in France, not even identifiable as the Ardennes, since that cannot 
conceivably be described as lying between Bordeaux and Lyons. It is 
curious that the name Arden does not appear on the map of Warwickshire 
by Christopher Saxton, one of the series of detailed English county maps 
published in 1579. Since it was the Saxton maps which served as the 
cartographic base for the magnificent tapestry maps woven in the 1590s in 
the workshops of Sheldon, they too fail to mark Arden. The forest is named, 
however, on the curious maps which illustrated Drayton’s topographical 
epic of England, Poly-Olbion, published in 1612. We must wonder what 
Shakespeare intended his audience to understand by this forest, but he must 
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Heath Robinson’s 
Home Front
How to Make Do and Mend 
in Style

W. Heath Robinson and 
Cecil Hunt  See also p7 and p39

A piano attachment for camp concerts is just one of the absurd 
inventions to be found in this book of cartoons designed to keep 
spirits up during the Second World War. These intricate comic 
drawings poke gentle fun at both the instruments of war and the 
indignity of the air-raid shelter in Heath Robinson’s inimitable style.

136 pp, 185 x 120 mm 
125 b&w illus 
9781851244447 
HB £9.99 
December 2015

Major writers through the centuries have turned their minds to the 
subject of books, often with humour, sometimes with exasperation, 
always with affection. This essential anthology for bibliophiles 
offers a rich selection of musings on the virtues of libraries, books 
and ‘the pleasant smell of paper freshly pressed’.

64 pp, 155 x 100 mm  
9781851244522 
HB £5.99 
April 2016

‘No freeman is to be taken or 
imprisoned, or dispossessed … 
except through the lawful judgment 
of his peers or through the law of 
the land.’

Pocket Magna 
Carta
1217 Text and Translation

352 pp, 216 x 138 mm 
9781851242481 
PB £9.99 
March 2016

9781851244188 
HB £20.00 
November 2014

The Book Lovers’ 
Anthology
A Compendium of Writing 
about Books, Readers and 
Libraries

The Latin text of Magna Carta (the 1217 issue of Henry III) is repro-
duced, together with a modern translation and an introduction 
which traces the background to the making of the charter and its 
subsequent revisions through the centuries. It also explains how 
this text has become an enduring symbol of freedom in Britain and 
throughout the world.

Heath Robinson’s 
Second World War
The Satirical Cartoons

W. Heath Robinson
Introduction by Geoffrey 
Beare  See also p7 and p39

160 pp, 253 x 194 mm 
46 line drawings & 104 duotone illus 
9781851244430 
HB £14.99 
May 2016

‘Choose an author as you choose a 
friend’ – W. Dillon

A treasure trove of apt quotations 
from more than 250 authors.

Sydney Morning Herald

For this compact little book Heath Robinson joined forces with 
writer Cecil Hunt to show civilians ‘how to make the best of things’ 
during the air raids, rationing, allotment tending and blackouts 
of the Second World War. The result is a warm celebration of the 
British population’s ability to ‘make do and mend’.

47

It is even possible to have a luminous keyhole 
nowadays without anyone casting aspersions upon your 
nocturnal habits. For those who favour them, there is no 
better fitment than the H.R. Keyhole-Finder. If by any 
chance your wife or paid keeper should neglect to light 
the candle, a lighted match should be carefully pushed 
through the keyhole on to the ever ready wick. When 
the candle is burning steadily the keyhole will at once be 
sighted and the key can then be placed confidently in the 
hole thus revealed.

From the first day of its operation the black-out has 
brought into their rightful sphere many garments and 
materials with a shady past and an even darker future.

How to find the keyhole in the black-out

COPING WITH THE BLACK!OUT

Heath Robinson Home Front 001-076.indd   47 03/11/2015   23:07
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If the enemy with his works of darkness thinks a black-
out can extinguish Britain’s light, he’s wrong again. 

Striking matches have always been a part of the Empire’s 
fabric. In fact, half our strikes are deliberately arranged 
as an excuse for matches between the police and the 
workers.

Today, vestas wax strong in everyone’s equipment, 
but striking matches in the street is risky. From the air such 
lights are apt to suggest glow-worms courting, and this, 
of course, immediately identifies the county. Only in non-
military areas are glow-worms allowed promiscuous 
mating.

But smokers need not be depressed. The Minister for 
Home Comforts has designed an admirable pipe-lighting 
scuttle, depicted on page 48. It can be fitted to lamp-
posts, pillar-boxes, or to a stalwart policeman’s belt. 
When erected at a warden’s post, a chafing dish is 
available whereby haddocks can be gently smoked over 
the top vent.

COPING WITH THE BLACK!OUT

Safe conversation at the hairdresser’s

Heath Robinson Home Front 001-076.indd   46 03/11/2015   23:07
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OUR SPECIAL ARTIST WITH THE BRITISH ARMY 
Putting Down a Leaflet Barrage Before an Infantry Attack

OUR SPECIAL ARTIST IN THE SIEGFRIED LINE 
Disguised Anti-Ai rcraft Activities
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A Conspiracy of 
Ravens
A Compendium of 
Collective Nouns for Birds

Compiled by Samuel Fanous 
Foreword by Bill Oddie
With illustrations by Thomas 
Bewick

Featuring pets, farmyard animals, big cats and wild beasts, this 
beautifully presented book is the perfect gift for animal lovers and 
all those with an interest in this quirky linguistic tradition.

128 pp, 170 x 110 mm 
118 b&w illus 
9781851244454 
HB £9.99 
September 2015

From the tale of the goatherd whose animals became frisky on 
coffee berries to a duchess with a goblet of poisoned chocolate, 
this book, illustrated with eighteenth-century satirical cartoons and 
early advertisements, tells the extraordinary story of our favourite 
hot drinks.

176 pp, 170 x 110 mm
20 b&w illus
9781851244065
HB £9.99
October 2015

Tea, Coffee & 
Chocolate
How We Fell in Love with 
Caffeine

Melanie King

Taking us on a chronological journey, Stephen Harris identifies fifty 
plants that have been key to the development of the Western world, 
discussing trade, politics, medicine, travel and chemistry along 
the way.

272 pp, 216 x 138 mm 
50 b&w illus 
9781851244478 
HB £14.99 
November 2015

What Have Plants 
Ever Done for Us?
Western Civilization in 
Fifty Plants

Stephen Harris

Featuring songbirds, aquatic birds, birds of prey and garden 
favourites, this beautifully presented collection will delight both 
bird-lovers and word-lovers in equal measure.

A Barrel of Monkeys
A Compendium of Collective 
Nouns for Animals

Compiled by Samuel Fanous 
Foreword by Susie Dent
With illustrations by Thomas 
Bewick

144 pp, 170 x 110 mm 
126 b&w illus 
9781851244096 
HB £9.99 
September 2014

         A
   Mischief
         of
   Magpies 

         An
   Asylum
         of
       Loons

A
surfeit

of
skunks

  A
dray
     of

squirrels
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suicide would not be so frequent, nor held in so little 
detestation,’ he wrote in exasperation, ‘if a better diet 
than tea were in fashion.’23 He also thought children 
would be poisoned by tea if their wet nurse breastfed 
them after drinking tea.

Hanway argued that most people’s constitutions 
were just not up to drinking hot liquids, especially 
hot tea. He referred to the experiments of Dr Stephen 
Hales (1677–1761), who he claimed was ‘well 
known in the learned world’. Hales was indeed a 
learned man, a Cambridge graduate and Fellow of 
the Royal Society who experimented in chemistry, 
optics, astronomy and electricity, and he invented a 
syllabub machine, the products of which he enjoyed 
after a good meal. ‘His whole mind seemed replete 
with experiment,’ wrote an admiring Gilbert White. 
One of Hales’ experiments – the one that interested 
Hanway – involved the effects of hot water on 
the human body. Hales put the thickest end of a 
‘small suckling pig’s tail’ into a cup of green tea 
(presumably when the tail was no longer attached to 
its owner). The water temperature was 114 degrees 
Fahrenheit on the thermometer, ‘50 degrees hotter 
than the human blood, which is 64 degrees’ – and the 
temperature at which, he noted, many people drank 
their tea. The pig’s tail was scalded so badly that in 

Tea, Coffee and Chocolate.indd   36 04/06/2015   10:17
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Opium poppy
Papaver somniferum L.; Papaveraceae

Boon and bane

Plant conservation is often justified because plants are used as 
medicines, and we do not know what might be important to us in 
the future. Across Eurasia, in the pre-anaesthetic era when medical 
treatments were often limited and brutal, the opium poppy was one 
of the few sources of effective pain relief available.38 The Italian 
physician Angelo Sala summarized his opinion of opium in the 
subtitle to his work Opiologia (1614): ‘for the comfort and ease of 
all such persons as are inwardly afflicted with an extreme griefe, 
or languishing paine, especially such as deprive the body of all 
naturall rest, and can be cured by no other meanes or Medicine 
whatsoeuer’.39 The seventeenth-century English physician Thomas 
Sydenham argued that ‘every choice and noble remedy … received 
its principal virtues from Nature’ and paired lachryma papaveris 
(poppy tears) with quinine as the most ‘noble’ medicines from 
the ‘hands of God’.40 Despite such plaudits, throughout our long 
association with opium we have been, to quote Edgar Allan Poe, 
‘a bounden slave in the trammels of opium’;41 opium has been a 
source of immeasurable misery through personal or institutional 
addiction, corruption and criminality.

The opium poppy is indigenous to Asia Minor and is an annual 
herb with blue-green, usually hairless, leaves and white sap. Flower 
colour and fruit shape colour are variable, making it an attractive 
ornamental plant. When the fruits dry they open a series of small 
pores, dispersing the tiny black seeds in a pepperpot fashion. But 
there is negligible morphine in poppy seeds, which are widely 

25

used as a flavouring and oil source42 – it is the milk-white sap, 
transported around the plant by a system of latex vessels, which 
is rich in morphine and other opiates.

Opium poppy remains have been reported from Neolithic, 
Bronze Age and Iron Age sites across Europe. Many classical cul-
tures of the Mediterranean, North Africa, Near East and Central 
Asia used and cultivated poppy.43 Opium holds an important 
place in the medical texts of the ancient world, for example the 
Egyptian Ebers Papyrus, Dioscorides’ De Materia Medica and 
Avicenna’s The Canon of Medicine. The information in many of 
these manuscripts was copied, translated and reworked into stand-
ard European medical works until the mid-seventeenth century.

The mechanics of opium harvesting have probably changed 
little since antiquity. The surface of green, ripening poppy fruit 

is repeatedly scratched with a lancet 
to release droplets of latex that dry 
to form a sticky, brown resin. With 

care, 1 hectare of opium poppy 
can produce up to 12 kilos of raw 
opium. For the illegal market, 
raw opium is usually processed 
into morphine base or heroin 
for easy smuggling.

Plant use in modern medi-
cine follows a familiar pat-
tern: plant extracts produce 
relief, an active compound 
is identified and isolated, 
and then perhaps artificially 
synthesized. Until the early 
twentieth century, most medi-
cines were made directly from 
plant extracts. The advantage 
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How to be a Good Wife
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851243815
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Husband
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851243761
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Parent
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851244386
HB £4.99

How to be a Good 
Mother-in-Law
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851240821
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Lover
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851242801
HB £4.99

How to be a Good Motorist
96 pp, 115 x 88 mm
Line drawings
9781851240807
HB £4.99

 

Instructions for British 
Servicemen in France, 1944
72 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851243358
HB £4.99

Instructions for British 
Servicemen in Germany, 1944
80 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851243518
HB £4.99

The Original Rules of Golf
Introduction by Dale Concannon

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
27 b&w illus
9781851243426
HB £5.99

The Original Rules of Tennis
Introduction by John Barrett

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
32 b&w illus
9781851243181
HB £5.99
Not for sale in Australia

The Original Rules of Cricket
Introduction by Michael Rundell

64 pp, 148 x 100 mm
29 b&w illus
9781851243129
HB £5.99

The Original Rules of Rugby
Introduction by Jed Smith

96 pp, 148 x 100 mm
29 b&w illus
9781851243716
HB £5.99
Not for sale in Australia

The Rules of Association 
Football, 1863
Introduction by Melvyn Bragg

72 pp, 148 x 100 mm
5 b&w illus
9781851243754
HB £5.99

German Invasion Plans for 
the British Isles, 1940
96 pp, 170 x 110 mm
43 b&w illus & maps
9781851243563
HB £5.99

Instructions for American 
Servicemen in Britain, 1942
48 pp, 155 x 100 mm
9781851240852 
HB £4.99

Instructions for American 
Servicemen in Australia, 1942
72 pp, 155 x 100 mm
20 b&w illus
9781851243952
HB £4.99
Not for sale in Australia
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Heath Robinson: How to be a 
Motorist

W. Heath Robinson & K.R.G. Browne
9781851244348 illus HB £9.99

Heath Robinson’s Golf
Classic Cartoons and Ingenious 

Contraptions
W. Heath Robinson, Introduction 

Bernard Darwin
9781851244331 illus HB £10.99

Heath Robinson’s Great War
The Satirical Cartoons

W. Heath Robinson, Introduction 

",ƛ/"6��"�/"

9781851244249 illus HB £14.99

Ye Berlyn Tapestrie
John Hassall’s Satirical First 

World War Panorama
John Hassall

9781851244164 illus HB fold-out 
£9.99

Are you Really a Genius?
Timeless Tests for the Irritatingly 

Intelligent
Robert A. Streeter & Robert G. Hoehn

9781851244232 HB £9.99
 

How to Live Like a Lord 
without Really Trying

Shepherd Mead
9781851242795 illus HB £12.99

Can Onions Cure Ear-ache?
Medical Advice from 1769

William Buchan, Edited Melanie King
9781851243822 illus HB £14.99

How to Dine in Style
The Art of Entertaining, 1920

J. Rey
9781851240869 illus HB £12.99

The Art of Good Manners
9781851243983 HB £7.99

The Art of Letter Writing
9781851243976 HB £7.99

26 Postcards from the 
Collections

A Bodleian Library A to Z
9781851244041 illus PB £9.99

The Huns Have Got my 
Gramophone!

Advertisements from the Great War
Amanda-Jane Doran & Andrew 

McCarthy
9781851243990 illus HB £8.99

Secrets in a Dead Fish
The Spying Game in the 

First World War
Melanie King

9781851242603 illus HB £8.99

112 Gripes about the French
Paris, 1945

9781851240395 illus HB £5.99

Bicycles
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243686 illus HB £15.00

An Illuminated Alphabet
26 Postcards

9781851244133 illus PB £9.99

Superstitions
Omens, Charms, Cures 1787

Francis Grose, Introduction John 
Simpson

9781851242863 illus HB £4.99

How to Woo, When, 
and to Whom

9781851243457 HB £4.99

Edward Lear’s Nonsense Birds
Edward Lear

9781851242610 illus HB £15.00

So Much Nonsense
Edward Lear, Introduction Quentin 

Blake
9781851243907 illus HB £15.00

Father Christmas’ ABC
A Facsimile

9781851243259 illus HB £5.99

The Chapter of Kings
A Facsimile
Mr Collins

9781851243204 illus HB £4.99

Heath Robinson: How to Live 
in a Flat

W. Heath Robinson & K.R.G. Browne
9781851244355 illus HB £9.99

Fantasy Travel
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243839 illus HB £15.00

Menswear
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243785 illus HB £15.00

Readers
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243594 illus HB £15.00

Weddings
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243693 illus HB £15.00

Women & Hats
Vintage People on Photo Postcards

Tom Phillips
9781851243624 illus HB £15.00

Bodleian Library Souvenir 
Guide


",ƛ/"6��6� (
9781851242740 illus PB £4.99

Bodleian Library Treasures
David Vaisey

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǙǕǝǞ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǗǕǽǕǕ

Gift & 
Humour

Oxford
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Wonderful Things from 400 
Years of Collecting

The Bodleian Library 1602-2002
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǕǜǜǜ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǗǞǽǞǞ

A Brief History of the Bodleian 
Library

Mary Clapinson
9781851242733 illus PB £12.99 

The Autobiography of Sir 
Thomas Bodley

Introduction William Clennell
9781851243402 HB £4.99

The College Graces of Oxford 
and Cambridge

Compiled Reginald H. Adams
9781851240838 PB £9.99

Latin Inscriptions in Oxford
Compiled & translations Reginald H. 

Adams
9781851244300 PB £9.99

Great Medical Discoveries
An Oxford Story
Conrad Keating

9781851240036 illus PB £8.99

�/���! )&ƛ"ȉ0��&�/�/6
�%"��1,/6�,#�1%"���! )&ƛ"���*"/��

in Oxford
Stephen Hebron

9781851244294 illus HB £12.99

�%"���! )&ƛ"���*"/�
Stanley Gillam

9781851240265 illus PB £5.95

The First English Dictionary 
1604

Robert Cawdrey, Introduction John Simpson
9781851243884 PB £8.99

The First English Dictionary 
of Slang 1699

B.E. Gent, Introduction John Simpson
9781851243488 HB £12.99
9781851243877 PB £8.99

The Victorian Dictionary 
of Slang & Phrase

J. Redding Ware, Introduction John 
Simpson

9781851242627 HB £25.00
9781851244485 PB £9.99

The Food Lovers’ Anthology
A Literary Compendium

9781851244218 illus HB £20.00

If England Were Invaded
William Le Queux, Introduction Mike 

Webb
9781851244027 PB £8.99

Pick of the Bunch
The Story of Twelve Treasured 

Flowers
Margaret Willes

9781851243037 illus HB £19.99

The Tradescants’ Orchard
The Mystery of a Seventeenth- 

Century Painted Fruit Book
Barrie Juniper & Hanneke Grootenboer
9781851242771 illus HB £30.00

�2/ȉë+0
Books of Divine Encounter

Keith E. Small
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǗǚǛǛ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǙǽǞǞ

Bibles
An Illustrated History from Papyrus 

to Print
Christopher de Hamel

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǗǞǝǛ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǕǽǞǞ

Gold-Tooled Bookbindings
9780900177293 illus PB £1.00

Textile and Embroidered 
Bindings

Giles Barber
9780900177071 illus PB £2.00

�%"���$+&Ɯ "+1�Flora Graeca
How the Mediterranean Came to the 

English Garden
Stephen Harris

9781851243068 illus HB £35.00
 

Planting Paradise
Cultivating the Garden 1501-1900

Stephen Harris
9781851243433 illus HB £29.99

Ralph Ayres’ Cookery Book
Jane Jakeman, Introduction David 

Vaisey
9781851240753 illus HB £14.99

The Rubáiyát of Omar 
Khayyám

Illustrated Collector’s Edition
Translated Edward Fitzgerald, 

Illustrated René Bull
9781851244171 illus HB £30.00

Literature, 
Language 
& Arts

Bound for Success
Catalogue for Designer Bookbinders 

International Competition 2009
Edited Jeanette Koch

9781851243525 illus HB £30.00

Prize Volumes
Catalogue for Designer Bookbinders 

International Competition 2013
Edited Jeanette Koch

9781851242580 illus HB £30.00

Sarah Angelina Acland
First Lady of Colour Photography

Giles Hudson
9781851243723 illus HB £45.00

The Curious World of Dickens
Clive Hurst & Violet Moller

9781851243846 illus HB £15.99 

Shelley’s Ghost
Reshaping the Image of a 

Literary Family
Stephen Hebron & Elizabeth C. 

Denlinger
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǘǞǛ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǞǽǞǞ

The Original Frankenstein
Mary Shelley (with Percy Shelley), 

Edited Charles E. Robinson
9781851243969 HB £14.99

Not for sale in North America

The Marriage of Heaven 
and Hell

William Blake, Introduction & 
Commentary Michael Phillips

9781851243419 illus HB £50.00
9781851243662 illus PB £14.99

John Fuller and the Sycamore 
Press

A Bibliographic History
Compiled & Edited Ryan Roberts

9781851243235 illus HB £29.99
Not for sale in North America
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 St Margaret’s Gospel-book
The Favourite Book of an Elev-
enth-Century Queen of Scots

Rebecca Rushworth
9781851243709 illus HB £25.00

The Douce Apocalypse
Picturing the End of the World in the 

Middle Ages
Nigel Morgan

9781851243600 illus HB £25.00

The Romance of the 
Middle Ages

Nicholas Perkins & Alison Wiggins
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǗǞǚǚ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǞǽǞǞ

A Digital Facsimile of Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, MS. Junius 11
�!&1"!��"/+�/!�ǽ��2&/Ǿ��,ƞ4�/"��& (�

Kennedy
9781851243303 DVD-Rom 

£199.00 + VAT

A Facsimile Edition of Terence’s 
Comedies

Edited Bernard J. Muir & Andrew J. 
�2/+"/Ǿ��,ƞ4�/"��& (��"++"!6
9781851243280 DVD-Rom 

£199.00 + VAT

A Facsimile Edition of the 
Vernon Manuscript

�!&1"!��"+!6�� �0"Ǿ��,ƞ4�/"��& (�
Kennedy

9781851243334 DVD-Rom 
£199.00 + VAT

The Itineraries of William Wey
Translated & Edited Francis Davey

9781851243044 illus HB £27.99

Scholars, Poets and Radicals
Discovering Forgotten Lives in the 

Blackwell Collections
Rita Ricketts

9781851244256 illus HB £30.00

Wilfred Owen
An Illustrated Life

Jane Potter
9781851243945 illus HB £14.99

An Exile on Planet Earth
�/1& )"0��+!��"Ɲ" 1&,+0

Brian Aldiss
9781851243730 HB £19.99 

Roy Strong
Self-Portrait as a Young Man

Roy Strong
9781851242825 illus HB £25.00

Talking about Detective 
Fiction

P.D. James
9781851243099 illus HB £12.99

Not for sale in North America

Travel: A Literary History
�"1"/��%&1Ɯ")!

9781851243389 illus HB £19.99

Codex Bodley
A Painted Chronicle from the Mixtec 

Highlands, Mexico
Maarten Jansen & Gabina Aurora Pérez 

Jiménez
9781851240951 illus HB £19.99

Love and Devotion
From Persia and Beyond

Edited Susan Scollay
9781851242788 illus HB £40.00

Paintings from Mughal India
�+!/"4��,-0Ɯ")!

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǕǝǜǛ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǙǽǞǞ

Indian Paintings from Oxford 
Collections

�+!/"4��,-0Ɯ")!
9781854440501 illus PB £5.95

Korean Treasures
Rare Books, Manuscripts and Artefacts 
in the Bodleian Libraries and Museums 

of Oxford University
Minh Chung

9781851242870 illus HB £35.00

Illuminating the Life of Buddha
An Illustrated Chanting Book from 

Eighteenth-Century Siam
Naomi Appleton, Sarah Shaw & Toshiya 

Unebe
9781851242832 illus HB £35.00

Scenes from the Life of Christ
9780900177323 illus PB £1.00

Portraits of the Sixteenth 
and Early Seventeenth 

Centuries
9780900177330 illus PB £1.00

Anglo-Saxon Illumination 
in Oxford Libraries

9780900177064 illus PB £2.00

The Gough Map
The Earliest Road Map of Great Britain?

Nick Millea
9781851240227 illus HB £25.00

History

A Dance Through Time
Images of Western Social Dancing 
from the Middle Ages to Modern 

Times
Jeremy Barlow

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǗǞǞǘ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǛǽǞǞ

The Cat & the Fiddle
Images of Musical Humour from the 

Middle Ages to Modern Times
Jeremy Barlow

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǕǕǛ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǞǽǞǞ

Queen Elizabeth’s Book 
of Oxford

Edited & Introduction Louise Durning, 
Translated Sarah Knight

9781851243150 illus HB £14.99

Manifold Greatness
The Making of the King James Bible

Edited Helen Moore & Julian Reid
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǙǞǚ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǞǽǞǞ 

Peter Mundy, Merchant 
Adventurer

Edited R.E. Pritchard
9781851243549 illus HB £29.99

The Life of Anthony Wood in 
his own Words

Edited Nicolas K. Kiessling
9781851243082 illus HB £35.00

John Aubrey and the 
Advancement of Learning

William Poole
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǖǞǝ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǗǚǽǕǕ�

De uiris illustribus / 
On Famous Men

John Leland, Edited & Translated James 
P. Carley assisted by Caroline Brett 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851243679 illus HB £120.00
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Street Mapping
An A to Z of Urban Cartography

Nick Millea
9781851243655 illus PB £12.95

All at Sea
The Story of Navigational Charts

9781851240401 illus PB £3.00

Dole Queues and Demons
British Election Posters from the 

Conservative Party Archive
Stuart Ball

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǚǘǗ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǞǽǞǞ

Marks of Genius
Masterpieces from the Collections of 

the Bodleian Libraries
Stephen Hebron

9781851242665 illus HB £40.00
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǙǕǘǙ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǗǚǽǕǕ�

Napoleon and the Invasion of 
Britain

Alexandra Franklin & Mark Philp
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǕǝǖǙ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǚǽǕǕ

Historiae Britannicae Defensio / 
A Defence of the British History

John Prise, Edited & Translated 
Ceri Davies 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851244362 HB £110.00

Cultural Revolution in Berlin
Jews in the Age of Enlightenment

Shmuel Feiner & Natalie 
Naimark-Goldberg

ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǗǞǖǜ�&))20���ȡƝ�ʐǖǞǽǞǞ

An Englishwoman in California
The Letters of Catherine Hubback 

1871-76
Edited Zoë Klippert

9781851243440 illus HB £25.00

The Memoirs of Captain Hugh 
Crow

The Life and Times of a Slave Trade 
Captain

Introduction John Pinfold
9781851243211 illus HB £15.99

Mozart
Compiled Albi Rosenthal & Peter 

Ward Jones
9781851240234 illus PB £6.50 

Printing and Publishing at 
Oxford

The Growth of a Learned Press, 
1478–1978

9780900177651 illus PB £5.00

English Literature in the 
Seventeenth Century

9780900177538 PB £2.00

Poems on Contemporary 
Events

John Gower, Edited David R. Carlson, 
Verse translation A.G. Rigg 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851242900 HB £110.00

Anglicanus ortus
���"/0"��"/��)�,#�1%"��4")ƞ%��"+12/6

Henry of Huntingdon, Edited & Translat-
ed Winston Black 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851242849 HB £135.00

The Booke of Ovyde Named 
Methamorphose

William Caxton, Edited Richard J. Moll 
Published in North America by PIMS

9781851242535 HB £160.00

Peter of Cornwall’s Book 
of Revelations 

Peter of Cornwall, Robert Easting & 
Richard Sharpe 

Published in North America by PIMS
9781851242542 illus HB £160.00

Exhibition 
Catalogues

The Slave Trade Debate
Contemporary Writings For and 

Against
Introduction John Pinfold

9781851243167 illus PB £12.99

Illustrating Empire
A Visual History of British Imperialism

Ashley Jackson & David Tomkins
ǞǜǝǖǝǚǖǗǙǘǘǙǖ�&))20���ȡƝ�

£19.99

Titanic Calling
Wireless Communication during the 

Great Disaster
Edited Michael Hughes & Katherine 

Bosworth 
9781851243778 illus HB £14.99

A Month at the Front
The Diary of an Unknown Soldier

9781851244225 illus HB £7.99

From Downing Street to 
the Trenches 

First-hand Accounts from the 
Great War, 1914-1916

Mike Webb
9781851243938 illus HB £19.99

Postcards from the Trenches
Images from the First World War

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243914 illus HB £8.99

Postcards from the Russian 
Revolution

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243860 illus HB £8.99

Postcards from Checkpoint 
Charlie

Images of the Berlin Wall
Introduction Andrew Roberts

9781851243228 illus HB £8.99

Postcards from Utopia
The Art of Political Propaganda

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243372 illus HB £8.99 

Postcards of Political Icons
Leaders of the Twentieth Century

Introduction Andrew Roberts
9781851243273 illus HB £8.99

Postcards of Lost Royals
Introduction Andrew Roberts

9781851243327 illus HB £8.99

A Pocket Guide to 
Vietnam, 1962

9781851242856 illus HB £5.99
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African Medical History
Compiled Alistair G. Tough
9781851240517 PB £5.00

Catalogue of Ethiopian 
Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Library, Volume 2
�ǽ��))"+!,/ƛ
9780900177200 HB £5.00

A Catalogue of Greek 
Manuscripts Acquired by the 
Bodleian Library since 1916
Excluding those from Holkham Hall
Barbara Crostini Lappin
9781851240715 PB £20.00

A Catalogue of the Old 
Chinese Books in the Bodleian 
Library
Volume 1 The Backhouse Collection
9780900177897 PB £10.00

A Catalogue of the Old 
Chinese Books in the Bodleian 
Library
Volume 2 Alexander Wylie’s Books
9781851240005 PB £12.00

A Collection of Seventeenth-
Century Architectural Plans
Bodleian Library MS. Rawlinson 
D. 710
Edited Alison Maguire, contributions 
Howard Colvin
Reprinted from Architectural History
9781851240883 PB £2.50

Illuminated Manuscripts in 
the Bodleian Library, Oxford
Volume 1: German, Dutch, Flemish, 
French and Spanish Schools
Otto Pächt & J.J.G. Alexander
9780198171515 HB £30.00

Index of Persons in 
Oxfordshire Deeds Acquired 
by the Bodleian Library, 
1878-1963 
(Oxfordshire Record Society Publica-
tions Volume 44)
W.O. Hassall
9781851240906 HB £5.00

Latin Liturgical Psalters in the 
Bodleian Library
A Select Catalogue
Elizabeth Solopova
9781851242979 illus HB £150.00

A List of Ordnance Survey 
Catalogues, Publications 
Reports and Other 
Publications
Maplist No. 2
Compiled Nigel N. James
9781851240319 PB £2.50

A List of Ordnance Survey 
District Special and Tourist 
Maps 1861-1939
Maplist No. 1
Compiled Nigel N. James
9781851240333 PB £3.00

Manuscript Collections 
excluding Africana in Rhodes 
House Library, Oxford
Compiled L.B. Frewer
9780900177033 PB £3.00

Medieval Manuscripts 
from the Collection of T.R. 
Buchanan in the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford
Peter Kidd
9781851240593 illus HB £20.00 

Medieval Manuscripts from 
Würzburg in the Bodleian 
Library
A Descriptive Catalogue
Daniela Mairhofer
9781851244195 illus HB £200.00 

Papers of Dame Margery 
Perham, 1895-1982, in Rhodes 
House Library, Oxford
Compiled Patricia Pugh
9781851240173 PB £20.00

Polonica from the Bodleian’s 
pre-1920 Catalogue
9781851240296 PB £20.00

Russian Books from the 
Bodleian’s pre-1920 Catalogue
9781851240197 PB £20.00

Select Index of Manuscript 
Collections in Oxford Libraries 
Outside the Bodleian
Compiled Paul Morgan
9781851240241 PB £5.00

Summary Catalogue of Manu-
scripts in the Bodleian Library 
Relating to the City, County, 
and University of Oxford
Accessions from 1916 to 1962
P.S. Spokes
9780900177217 HB £5.00

A Union List of Japanese Local 
Histories in British Libraries
Compiled J.M. Bunn & A.D.S. Roberts
9780900177835 HB £12.00
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be billed directly to the customer by the 
destination’s customs authority, or may be billed 
to the customer through Wiley. We suggest that 
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like more information on customs duties in 
your country. 
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